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It is possible to lie, and even to
The truth is ·often a terrible
weapon of aggression.

VOLUME XIII, NUMBER 21

murder, with the truth.
Alfred Adler

Newark State College at Union, New Jersey

Marc_h 22, 1973

Alternative Educatio;n-A Success
by Camille Cusumano
On the corner of -Elm and VanBuren, stands the old purple, brick
school house, once a machine factory, now it harbors the work areas
an9 classrooms for its 40 students.
This is Independent High School a
free alternate High school located
Down Neck Newark. Its students
are potential dropouts from surrounding communities, or just
transfers who would rather attend
a school wher~ a less formal atmosphere prevails. The school
which began a year and a half ago
by people who were then running a
Tony Zuccarello and Bob Scalise - Rumor Control Coordinators
Photo by Mes1:leski youth center is . officia_lly
recognized by authorities
and
students are awarded diplomas
. equivalent to those received in
public schools.
What makes Independent H.S .
different from other schools in our
11
present compulsory educational
system? The key to this answer may
to
a
college.
_ A study was done by the Rumor
lie in the word "compulsory".
Control of the Cummunication
Of the sample tested 64.4%
Independent H.S. is nor the
Help Center, over the period from
thought of leaving college at one
unstructured, anarchic ., ,..
December of 1973 through March
time or another and 35.6% never
system that assenters of the present ·
of 1973. The sampling consisted of though of leaving college at all. On
·method fear would result if it were
179 students. The instrument used
the basis of our research we found
for the sampling was a ques- that the majority of the people that dispensed of, nor d_oes it compel its
students to submit to the rigors of
tionaire, which consisted of 3 basic
never thought of leaving college
any learning process for which they
areas of interest. I; Reason wh y were freshmen and therefore they
you are at N.S.C., 2; Reasons why
have not experienced Newark
yo u would leave N.S.C., 3; State College fully. From the
Reasons why you would stay at opinions · gathered through the
N.S.C., and finally an opinionated
opionated question , we have fou nd
question. This instrument of sam- that · there were too many diverse
pling was checked for its validity by opinions but the majority of the
members of the Counseling Office opinions reflected the views of the
and Psych. Dept.
·
results of the proceeding three
by Susan Cousins
Of the sample taken, 29.3% were questions.
Freshmen, 16.6% Sophomore.
In closing, the results of the
ls a discount for Newark State
24.2% Juniors, 29.9% Seniors. Of questionaire reflected only a small
students
possible? If the initial
the three major questions, the firs t portion of the school populati.on
plans for next fall are successful ,
one of why you are at N.S.C. The but nevertheless the sampling does
possessing a Student Union card
highest majority of response fe lt reflect a dissatisfaction with the
will provide such benefits.
that the inexpensiveness of the present state of affairs at N.S.C.
The basis of this project, begun
school and the proximity in which
We would like to thank Dr. E.
by Lou Stravakis, recently elected
the school was located were the
Butler, Dr. R. Byrd and Dr. W .
President of Student Org., is a
major reasons for being at N.S.C.
Mercer, for their help and
Student Union card which will be
T he second question being the cooperation in reviewing the open
available to any st udent fo r a preasons why one would leave questionair.
proximately $5.p0. Jt is a nticipated
N.S.C .. The highest majorit y of
that
with the opening of the new
This
survey
was
done
by
Bob
responses felt many of the courses
apartments on campus in
were irrelevant, the academic ad- Scalise and Tony Zuccarello, CoSeptember, the service will be most
visement was limited, the school as coordinators of Rumor Controll.
beneficial to the resident student.
a whole didn't fullfill them as A special thank to Jaimie Macay.
The Union card will be useful in
If there are any questions or
people and so they wanted to leave
two ways. First, an appointed comschool to experience life. The thiro comments on the above survey, inmittee will secure the lowest posquestion being reasons wh y one formation may be found by consible prices from New York food
should stay at N.S.C. The majority tacting Bob Scali se or Tony Zucwholesalers based on largescale
of responses indicated that people carello through the Rumor Conbuying. Each week students will
wanted to get an education and troll Section of the Comhand
in order forms. With the aid
their financial needs and pressures mµnication Help Center, the
of rented refrigerator trucks,
were eased by N .S.C. and that they phone number is 289-2100 . ... thats
student volunteers will purchase
had no clear path to take but to go 289-2100.
the food at reduced prices.
The second half of the project
will provide a listing of local stores
willing to give you a discount to
Student Union card holders. The
success of this endeavor is based on
the premise that students patronize
the listed stores only.
The idea for a Student Union
On March 15, elections were
was re-elected with IOI votes; Vice Card originated from a concern for
held for class officers and assistant
- President Mark McGrath al~o re- the student and will be non-profit.
secretary of Student Organization.
elected with 63 votes as opposed to
The results of the elections are as
Alison Meyer's 41 votes. Tresurer
Secretary is Nadine Seguine who
was won by Alice Bongiavonni
follows: Class of 1974 - President
Joe Butler with 51 votes as opposed
had 55 botes to Cindy Bestino's 46.
with 94 votes and the title-of Recorto Ray Ruiz's 45 and Elliot
ding Secretary went to Leslie - Corresponding Secretary is
Bernstein's 15. Vice President
Binetti with 88 votes. Corres- Sharon Sipos with 92.
Kathi Brown with 74 votes against . ponding Secretary is Linda Hughes
The re-election of two Assistant
Bob Garguilo's 33 votes and
Secretaries on Executive Board
who accomulated 87 votes.
Treasurer Rick Stoner who acThe Class of 76 has Doug Lowry had the following results: Ellen
cumulated 61 votes to Rich Miller's
again as President with a winning Swickle with 261 votes; Connie
41. Recording Secretary S.andy
number of 60 votes against Tom Janicello with 174 votes; Janet
Halpern won with 69 votes against
Marhefka had 66 botes and Rita
Alose with 45 and Steve Morse
Manas with 38 votes. The
Diane Pydeski who had 38 and
with 25. Vice- President is Frank
_corresponding Secretary was won
Lombardo with 98 votes and Jndependent would like to extend
by Sue Ramoth with 83 votes.
Treasurer Mike Babst with 82 its congratulations to those newly
In the Class of 75 Brian Molloy
votes. The new Recording elected.

Rumor ControlAttrition At NSC''

Beat High
Prices!

Elections?
Re-elections!

are not equipped. The school's
students talked about a video tape
greatest asset is recongizing the inthey were working on about the endividuality of its students, the vary-' vironment in "Ironbound".
ing degree of sim:ilarity of their
Asked if he thought the program
needs, and catering to the students
would be expanded to include
as much as possible. Courses
more students, Bob Cartwright,
offered vary from Trig, algebra, · who's been a teacher with the
taping, photography, yoga,
school since its beginning, replied
science, carpentry, drama. The
"I don't think so. We'd like to keep
students can decide on their own
the school at about 40 to 50
curriculum, but are advised by the
students. It's a lot of work with too
faculty on what subjects would be many more." It seems Adwise to choose. Because of the
ministrative difficulties would
small number of students this ad- necessarily arise with a larger
visement is possible. Not all student body. Bob feels the
students are forced to take the school's been very successful up till
academic subjects; students for now. He says "We've kept the kids
whom it would be futile are in school". Success is obvious from
allowed to devote their time to the apparence of student encourses of their interest. Many thusiam there, and projects on dis- ✓
students are involved in creative play.
work- art,
ceramics,
carpenBob said discipline problems
try- and many of their projects are don't frequently arise because
on display throughout the students and teachers work on a
building. The rooms do not resem- co-op basis. Teachers don't assume
ble typical classrooms but are any condescending attitudes or
adorned by old furniture, rugs and demand subjective behavior from
comfortable chairs to sit on. The the students. While I was at the
different art pieces done by the school I saw several teachers whom
students are an indication of talent I mistook for students. The diswhich they are allowed, even en- tinction between teacher and
courage to develop, unrestrained. student is difficult. Also students
Courses are designed to satisfy are not graded but are evaluated
the student's curiosities, such as the
based on their attendance record,
course Bob Cartwritht teaches and they can question an unfair
"Heroes and Superstars". Bob said evaluation they may feel they've
the students decide what heroes received.
they'd like to study. Other such hisBob said there are several areas
tory courses are "Roots" and "the
where improvement was needed
"American Indian" . Bob also said such as more vocational training,
another student who was interested for jobs, preparation for _college, ·
in music was going to build an am(Continued on page /9)
plifier, and Ray, one of the

Success of Careers
Conference
How many doors are open to the
student graduating with a B.A. in
English? The Careers Conference
held on Thursday, March 15 explored just these possibilities.
Several Newark State English majors recounted their post-graduate
experiences and successes to a large
au'c!ience of students and professors. Dr. Kennedy of the English
Department who coordinated the
conference remarked in her introduction that educators are only
as effective as their graduates are
successful. By the conclusion of
their speeches the alumni had
proven at least some of their
educ~tors, effective.
Ms. Aileen White, NSC -, gave
the audience a run-down on her
career which began with her job as

Assistant Editor of the houseorgan at Banker's Trust NYC. She
accredited
Newark
State's
placement Office with helping her
to get this job. Following 2 yrs at
Banker's Trust, Ms. White
attended the University of New
Hampshire, where she earned her
M.A. Before joining a public
relations firm in Newark, she took
a sabbatical in Europe which included a 2 months language course
at the ·Goethe Institute in Munich
and a job at the Deutsches
Museum Institute for Filmand
Bild. Aileen White, now an Associate in the public relations firm
of Briad & Walhauser, mentioned
the English courses of most value

(Continued on page 19)

HONOR SCHOL~RSHIPS
FOR 1973-1.4

.•

Applications are now ready for the.Honor Scholarships
to be awarded this spring for 1973-74. Scholarship awards
will be made only to students who file applications.
Deadline for filing a completed application is Aprll 1, 1973.
Applications are in the following locations:
Financial Aid Office-Townsend 111
College Center-Student Activities and Student
Organization Offices
Student Services Building-SA 115
· D'Angola Gym-Rooms D-130 and D-122
Whiteman and Dougall Halls
A listing of the scholarships can be found on page 3.
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Help Build WRO
by New Jersey
lAbor Committee
There will be no more student
movements. · Unless students are
a ble to see their efforts as part of a
classwide organizing process, they
will remain jsolated or coopted - in
both cases wm;thless in defending
a nyone,
including themselves,
against the present capitalist
austerity measures. Such is the
dilemma facing student organizers
in this depression period .
This brings us immediately to
the practical question of defending
the National Welfare Rights
Organization (NWRO) . There is
virtually nothing left of the Black
a nd Puerto Rican nationalist
stude nt movements and their white
c heerleaders and of the black left
generally, except for a handful of
d edicated organizers who who
were in the civil rights movement
fr om the very beginning, before
t oday's college students were out of
grade school.
These organizers have refused
the bait of all the government
counterinsurgency schemes - community control, black capita lism,
reform Democratic politics, and
workfare - by conti.nuing to insist:
"W here is the guaranteed
minimum income people need to
survive?" Now the government,
through HEW, is trying to take
over and reorganize the. WRO into
a national scab-labor force. They
have offered welfare organizers
government jobs in this project,
and have met refusals with FBI
harassment and frame-up charges.
Bergen County WRO leader
Catherine Barksdale has been
charged with and convicted of arson and welfare fraud. This is
precisely a reacti on to her activi ty:

supporting strikes by postal and
auto workers and endorsing the
Farmworkers' grape boycott. In
Queens, New York, and m
Hartford,
Conn .
welfare
organizers have received assassination threats. The home of
Sylvia Burton, a WRO, organizer
from Queens, has been broken into
three times in the last two weeks. In
Newark, one of the sons of WR O's
state chairman was beate n up, and
another shot. Both were on the
critical list. Where the government
can't bribe or intimidate organizers
into cooperation or passivity, they
are funding HEW and VISTA
agents' efforts in building competing local branches. Through
slander campaigns and the abovementioned kind of pressure the
government is attempting to purge
the pro-working class leaders in
WRO . Jeanette Washington, one
of the founding members was
"suspended" illegally several weeks
ago, and just three weeks ago
Catherine · Barksdale and Brenda
Perry (of Newark) were illegally
purged from their elected positions
as National Coordinating Committee member and Secretary of
New Jrsey WRO.
What may look like a mere internal squabble is actually the prelude
to a battle between socia lism and
fascism that is of international
significance. The threat to the
government is the WRO may ·
become the crucial miss ing link,
the kind of organization whose
absence has caused every isolated
struggle to fail. Whether it be a
trade union strike or a fight against
budget cutbacks, the crucial missing ingredient has been an

organization which unites presently divided sectors of the working
class around a program which expresses their common need for jobs
and a decent income.
We are working together with
·welfare organizers, students, and
trade unionists to rebuild WRO as
the Unemployed League of the
Seventies, an organization that will
include
welfare
recipient s,
veterans, trade unionists, and
students. We are forming committees to rebuild WRO a ll over
the country which are doing
publicity,
fundraising , and
political organizing towards this
goal. R ecentl y the Central Committee of the Puerto Rican
Socialist Party and the leaders of
the Eastern Farmworkers Association decided to support the efforts of the committee.
Forwardlooking trade uni on
leaders have endorsed this effort,
including Orie Chambers of the
New Jersey Federatio n of
Teachers; Joe Smith , president of
the United Rubber Workers in
Passaic;
Peter
Lamprekos,
president of the Perth Amboy
Teac hers Union; Kay Lioikis,
president of Local 1761 of
AFSCME (Rutge rs clericals): Ben
Balaam, president of Loca l 888
AFSCME (Rutgers custodians
and food service); Harm ony Coppola, president of District Council
31 AFSCME and a member of
Loc~,..1761 , and many more. Like
the~ welfare rights leaders, they
understand
that an alliance
between employed and unemployed is the key to reversing the
current route of the trade union
movement.
(Co111111ued 011 paxe J)

Irvington Rescue Squad
Seeking Volunteers
Do you have a few hou rs each
week that you would like to fill?
Why not join the dedicated crew at
the Irvi ngton Rescue Squad?
The squad is one of the most active Heavy Rescue Squads in
Essex. County. We respond to
emergency calls from the Police
and Fire Departments in Irvington, as well as, Mutual Assistance calls from neighboring
communities. In the past, we have
responded to emergencies from the
explosion at the Bayway Refinery
to multi car collisions on the
Parkway. Last year we logged over
14,000 hours and close to 400 ca lls.
Our H eadquarters is located at
the old Wagner Place Firehouse,
on the corner of Wagner and
Durand Place, Irvingto n. The
facilities include an apparatus
floor,
radio
communications
room, kitchen, and sleeping
facilities. The Day R oom is used
for television viewing and
studying.
The emergency vehicles that we
own include three specially built
trucks. The Ii ht rescue crash truck

is a late model GM C with powe r
steering, power disc brakes and
automatic transmission. It carries
power rescue saws, hydrolic po rtapower jacks, Scott Air Pack s for
breathing or smoke conditions.
first aid and resusitation gear. as
well as, a va riety of forcible entry
and hand tools.
The heavy rescue rig is avai lable
to take on the big jobs, such as major fires and collapsed buildings.
The searchlight rig is used to
illuminate sce nes of major fires and
is capable of powering buildings in
the event of power failure.
The squa d memb ers are
thoroughl y trained in all phases of
rescue work, and have received
many commendations and award s
for jobs well done.
If all this so unds good to yo u.
why not join?
We only require that you pull
five hours a week. Call us at 371 2140 after 7:00 p.m .
If you would like, just drop by
our headquarters any evening after ,
7:00 p.m.

Orientation
'73
The Orientation Committee has
begun to coordinate it's program of
activities for next year's Freshmen.
The Executive Board has been
chosen. They are as follows : Cochairmen of the ent ire program are
Mark .McGrath and Bob Piga:
Food Committee Chai-rman Bob
Jordan, Co-chairmen George Huff
and Tony Simonitis; Secretarial
Committee
Chairman
Karen
Weber,
Co-chairman
Denise
Cicalese; Social Committee Chairman Ray (Chico) Ruiz; Group
Workshop Chairman Reginald
Glatt, Co-chairman Tim Pukas;
Co-chairman Patrick Keenvy. Advising and ass isting the group is
Ms. Anne Walko from the office of
the Dean of Students.
Orientation will be the weeks of
August 6-10 and August 13-17.
Due to lack of dorm space, the
Freshman will not be spending th e
night on campus. There will be
rooms for staff members.
Th!;! Freshmen will arrive in the
morning and leave the same day.
During this time the Freshmen will
participate in tours of the campus
and group discussions. There will
be a portion of the d a y se t a side as
free time in which the Freshm en
will have a chance to get to kn o w
one another. The day will end with
a social activit y, possibl y a dance.
More activities are still under co nsideration.
The Committee is considering
working with the Administration
in cooridinating a reception for the
parents and Freshman. It is also
considering working with Alpha
Sigma Mu in a special orientation
program Veterans.
Because the Freshmen are not
spending two days on camp us, as
before, the program will be more

Senator Proxmire

to Appear
U.S. Senator William Pro x mire
(Dem. - Wisc.) will be the featured
lecturer at the Townsend Lecture
Series, T uesday, April 10, 8:00
p.m., Theater for the Performing
Arts.
Senator Proxmire's appearance
was scheduled by the Townsend
Lecture Board to coi ncid e with the
activities of" Union County Higher
Education Week, April 8-13."
An outspoken critic of federal
spending waste, he recently led the
Senate fight against the passage of
a Supersonic Transport bill.
Senator Proxmire is currently urging the examination of Federal
spending priorities, asking for
closer attention to expenditures on
public works, the space program
and the military. Proxmire is tlie
author of several . "consumer"
credit laws, including the Truth in
Lel)~in~ Act, the Fair Credit
Reporting Act, and an act to
prohibit unsolicited credit cards.
Senator Proxmire is the author
of Report from Wasteland America's
Military Industrial
Complex, Can Small Business Sur-

vive? a nd Uncle Sam: Last of the
Big Time Spenders.
He has the distinction of being
the only one of 100 U.S. Senators
to be present and voting in every
roll call since April 1966. Since
then he has voted in over 2, 150
consecutive roll call votes.
Senator Proxmire is a graduate
of Yale University and holds two
graduate degrees from H a rvard
University. He has a lso taught
governmtnt at Harva rd. and
worked for J . P. Morgan and Company. Nine months prior to the attack on Pearl Harbor, he enlisted
as a private in the Arm y, serving i_n
counterintelligence. He left active
duty in 1946 with the rank of first
lieutenant.
Senator
Proxmire
recently
appeared on the Dick Cavett Show
and is regularly sought b y the
media for his outspoken views on
national iss ues.
Admission to the lecture is free
and open to the public. Seating is
limited in the theater and will be
done on a first come first se rved
basis.

ORIENTATION '73
General Meeting Thurs., Mar. 22, 1:40 p.m. in the Little Theater.

ORIENTATION APPLICATION
(Please print.)
Name .. .... .. .... . .... . . .. .. ... .. . ... . . . .. . .. . . ... ... .. .. . .
Address . . . .. . . . ... . . . ...... ... . .. . . . . ... . .. . . .. ........ . .. .
City .... ... . . . .. .. . ... . ... .. .. . ... .. .. ... . . ..... ... ...... . . .
Phone . . .. .., ..... . .... ... . . ... . .. . . . ... . .. .·.. . . . . .. .. . .... .
Why do.you want to be on Orientation?
Did you ever work on Orientation at NSC before? Yes D No □
Would you be available during the days of August 5th until August
18th, 1973? Yes □ No □
Will you be available on evenings for meetings? Yes □ No □
(Meetings will be posted in advance .)
Check the committees in the program that you would be
interested in working on: Food □ Secretarial □ Group Tours □
Social (entertainment, etc . ) □ Group Workshops D Evaluation D.
Would you be available for a one-day Orientation retreat
sometime in July? Yes □ No □

PUBLIC HEARING

··

on the effects of state and fed e ral budge t cuts on financ ial aid at '
N.S.C.
(location to be announced)
THURSDAY
1:40 P.M .
MARCH 22
Held by Student Org. Committee on the Budget Cuts .

Administration representatives will be there to answer students'
questions and hear complaints. A course of action for affected
students will be disc ussed .

compact and hopefully more enjoya61e. There are many new ideas
· under' consideration but more are
still needed. The staff is still lookjng for interested stude nts who a re
willing to devote time a nd energy

to create a meaningful and enjoyable Orientation program .
There will be a general meeting
for a ll those interested, Thursday,
March 22, College Free Hour. in
the Little Theatre.

INDEPENDENT
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Honor Scholarship·s 1973~ 7 4

(Continued/rom page I)

Name of Scholanhip

Eligibility Requirements
and Restrictions

Alumni Scholarship-$250

Junior (Class of '74)

N.J. Bell Tel. Co.

New Jersey resident.
Sophomore or Junior
(Classes of '74 and '75)
Junior ('74) in EC or GE curriculum.
Graduate of any Newark school
or a resident of Newark.
Man, Class of '76, '75, or '74.

2 Scholarships-$300 each
Catherine A. Blewitt
Mem. Scholarship-$200
B. Croce Educational Society
Scholarship- $ I 00
Teresa F. Fitzpatrick
Mem. Scholarship- $150
Isadore and Frieda Holtz
Foundation Scholarship- $400

Criteria for Selection

Loyalty and devotion to
college. Secondary criteria
are leadership, academic
performance and financial need.
Ability.
Financial need .
Rank in upper third of class.
Financial need . Leadership
and service qualifications.
Leadership. Satisfactory academic r, cord . Financial need .
Good scholarship. Evidence
of unusual interest in
service to others. Need
is secondary consideration.
Good scholarship. Promise
and ability. Need is
secondary-co nsideration.
Satisfactor y academic
record . Financial need .

Junior (Class of '74). Newark
resident or graduate of Newark
schools. EC or GE Major.
Sophomore or Junior
(Class of '75 or '74)

Newark Public Schools Athletic Freshman, Sophomore or Junior
Association Scholarship- $200 (Class of '76, '75 or '74)
Physical Education Major. Newark
public high school graduate or
Newark public high school student
who finished with GED tests or
military service studies.
Freshman, Sophomore or Junior
Newark State College Staff
Association..Scholarship- $100 (Class of '76, '75 or '74)
Presidential Trust Fund
Scholarship- $400

Freshman, Sophomore or Junior
(Class of '76, '75 or '74)

Mr. & Mrs. Nathan T.
Schreiber Scholarship- $250

Sophomore or Junior
(Class of '75 or '74)

Steven J . Weiss Memorial
Scholarship- $400

Freshman. Sophomore or Junior.
(Class of '76, '75 or '74)

Student Council Scholarships
(pending final approval
of Student Organization)
JFK Mem. Scholarships:
6-$535 each
Mary Dagit Mem. Schol.:
1- $535
Steven J. Weiss Mem. Schol.:
1- $535
Delta Kappa Gamma
Scholarship- $ I00

Freshman, Sophomore or Junior
(Class of '76, '75 or '74)

Guy V. Bruce Scholarship
(amount to be determined)

Fred M. Richmond
Award (Bronze Medal)

Scholarships cover tuition for two
semesters. State scholarship holders
not eligible. TAG (tuition remission)
recipients will be eligible for
amount of tuition less TAG .
Woman, Class of '73.
Prospective teacher.
(Selection of the Delta Kappa Gamma
recipient is based on faculty recommendation: students do not apply.)
The recipient will be chosen by a
committee of science faculty members.
Students do not apply.

Class of '73, Major in
Industrial Education.
Students do not apply; selection is
made by Industrial Education
Department faculty.

Manifestation through study
or otherwise of deep
dedication to biological.
and physical restoration
and preservation of the
natural environment.
Graduating senior who has
shown the greatest achievement and unusual promise
of success in
mechanical drawing.

(Continuedjrom page 2)

including the Princeton Museum
and the Cleveland Museum, and
has never been on public view
before. Vito Giacalone will lecture
on the Chu Ta exhibition at the
New York Cultural Center, April
5, at 8:30 p.m.
The New York Cultural Center
is open Tuesday through Sunday,
11:00-6:00, $1 (50G: to students and
senior 9itizens). For further information about special class rates
and guided tours, please contact
Miss Joan Kunze,' Education, at
the New York Cultural Center,
(212) 581-2311.

Industrial

Promise of success in
teaching. Perso nal and
social attributes.

WRO

Chu _Ta,
the Mad Monk
Chu Ta, A Selection of Paintings
and Calligraphy, is the first exhibit
of work by this I 7th-century
Chinese eccentric painter and only
the third in the United States
devoted solely to an historical
Chinese painter. Vito Giacalone is
guest curator of this exhibition, being held through April 15, New
York Cultural Center, 2 Columbus
Circle, New York.
Chu Ta, an enigmatic figure
sometimes referred to as the "mad
monk", eventually gave up talking
and would only laugh or cry. Most
of his paintings were said to have
been done while he was inebriated.
Some of his styles, utilizing
brushwork which has been referred
to as "brush delirium", indicate
that he worked at times in a state of
frenzy.
The selection of more than 50
works by Vito Giacalone is from
museums and private collections,

Good sch olarship.
Promise and a bility.
Financial need.
Good academic standing'.
Significant contribution in
areas of communit y service.
Financial need. Significant
participation in intercollegiate athletics.
Good schola rship. Promi se
and abilit y. Need is
second ary consideration.
Contributi ons to the college
communit y. Good academic
standing. Financial need.
Participati on in college
activities. Financial need .
Scholastic achievement.

The question now is will the
. students take themselves seriously
and understand that the budget
cuts and bleak job prospects facing
them are a part of a general onslaught by the government against
the standard of living of trade
unionists and the unemployed , as
well as themselves?
At Swarthmore College in
Pennsylvania, 125 people, including stude"nts, peace activists,
faculty, a postal worker, striking
Philadelphia teachers, welfare
organizers,; and members of the
Labor Committee formed a Committee to Rebuild WRO. This same
organizing process must begin
immediately on every campus in
New Jersey. At Newark State
College, a regional meeting was
held on March 17 at 10:00 A. M. in
the Little Theater.

Temporary

No Fee

We have plenty of work available by the day. If you find yo urself
short of cash, stop by. High Hourly Rates.

A-1 TEMPORARIES
1995 Morris Avenue, Union, 964-1304

Pace 3

"The Graduate Exhibition"
of Arts
The Graduate Exhibition of shown continuously on April I
painting, sculpture, films , crafts from 3:00-5:00 p.m.
and graphic arts will be displayed
The second part of the Graduate
at the College Gallery, Newark
Exhibition consists of works of
State College at Union April 1-27.
designer craftsmen and graphic arThis exhibition by 22 graduate
tists, including ceramics, weaving,
Fine Arts students will be
silk-screening, intaglio and
presented in two segments. The
lithographic prints on exhibit from
first consists of painting, sculpture, April 15-18 .
. and film : April 1-13. In this '
The College Gallery, Vaughnsegment, although each painter
Eames Hall, is open free to the
differs in approach and interpublic, Monday through Friday,
pretation, all share appreciation
3:00-5:00 p.m., with special evenfor the dynamics of clearly defined
ing hours Monday through
color and color relationships. The
Thursday, 6:00-8:00 p.m.
sculpture consists of a series of
Additional information may be
pressed wood mechanical strucobtained from Miss Zara Cohan,
tures of Pop Art figures with coin- Gallery Director, 527-2307 or 527activated parts. Films will be
2347.

Symposium
Honoring
Copernicus
Foster F. Diebold , director of
the division of · college
development, Newark State .
College at Union, has announced
plans for a day-long conference,
"Copernicus,
Contemporary
Poland and the Future", Thursday,
April 26, the 500th anniversary of
the birth of the Polish scientist,
acknowledged to bet he founder of
modern
astronom y.
The
conference, which will feature an
international assembly of scientists
and cultural leaders, is being cosponsored by the Division of
College Development and the
Newark State College Program for
the Study of the Future. Co-Chairman of the conference is Professor
Howard F. Didsbury, Jr., executive director of the Program for
the Study of the Future. •
Topics of discussion at the
conference include: "Copernicus
and the World of Science",
presented by Sir Fred Hoyle, visiting associate, California Institute
of Technology; "Contemporary
Polish Theatre and Drama", conducted by Edward Czerwinski,
professor of Slavic languages and
literature at the State University of
New York at Stoney Brook; a preluncheon recital by mezzo-soprano
Elizabeth Patches; "Contemporary
Polish Music", presented by
Krzysztof Penderecki, acclaimed
composer, the Krakow . Conservatory of Music; "The Study of the
Future in Poland", led by Andrzej
Sicinski, head of the Group of

TOM WANTS SUE ... YOU TRY
ON A PAIR OF SHOES, DON'T
YA?

Social Prognoses, Institute of
Philosophy and Sociology, Polish
Academy of Sciences; and "Polish
Society and the Year 2000: Some
Speculations", presented by Andrzei Szyc, First Secretary, Embassy of the Polish People's
Republic.
According to Profes so r
Didsbury, "The Newark State
College symposium is part of a
natioqwide
seri es
of
commemorative meetings held in
honor of Copernicus. The best
tribute to this great man of the past
is to present an exposition of the
achievements of contemporary
Poland and to explore Polish expectations and hopes for the
future."
The major presentations of the
Conference will be held in the
Newark State College Theater for
the Performing Arts . The
Krzysztof Penderecki presentation
will be sent via tele-lecture hook-up
to the Smithsonian Institute,
Washington, D.C., to be part of the
Smithsonian's
commemorative
program for Copernicus.
Sponsors of the Conference include the Newark State College
Student Organization, Inc. ; the
New Jersey State Department of
Community Affairs; the Townsend
Lecture Committee, and the World
Future Society.
Further information on the
Conference can be obtained by
contacting Dr. Didsbury, Division
of College Development,
telephone (201) 527-2077.

NOTICE
Watch for notice of upcoming
Independent
Boar~ elections.

SUE WANTS TOMI!!

College Center Board Elections to be held
April 17, 1973 at 1:40 in the Formal Lounge.
Applications are available in the CGB Office. They must be returned by April 16.
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Boycott Plea

mlTORIAL·
Students Burt By
Financial Aid Policies
by Jan Furda
A difficult year is ahead fo r
colleges and students who depend
on Federal financing. Federal
patterns of support for college
education have been unpredictable~ but the curre nt
situation is more flu id than eve r
before. However the area of
greatest potential growt h in
Federal support continues to be
that of postsecondary education.
Financial aid is in a period of adj ustment following the enactment
of the Education Amendments of
1972, which expand and revise the
basic for key programs of Federal
aid to both students and colleges.
The precise impact of the
legislation depends upon adequate
funding and effect ive implementation. Both the President
and Congress are battling over
spending, taxes and national
priorities. Because of threatened
"multiple vetoes" of funding bills,
efforts to override these vbtoes,
Presidential impoundment of
funds and the pending court suits
challenging his impoundment
authority, it is impossible to project the timing and ultimate level of
appropriations in any program ·
area , particularl y higher
education.
In education, the budget calls for
the termination or phase-out of
numerous long-standing programs
where the Administration feels that
there is little evidence of a need for

continued Federal activity. For example, most of the budget
resources would be invested in
Basic Opportunity Grants, a new
program established by the 1972
Act which will entitle every eligible
undergraduate student to a maximum amount of Federal grant assistance ($1 ,400 minus the expected famil y contribution or half
the actual cost of attendance,
whichever is less). If BOG can be
operative by September, Nixo n
-feels that BOG and the Guaranteed
Loan Program, supplemented by
ex isting State a nd pri vate
programs, would take care of all
student needs and the Educati onal
Opportunity Grants and National
Direct Student Loans could be terminated. There will be regulations
and schedules for determining the
expected family contributions or
both dependent and independent
students under the BOG program.
Subcommittees in both the House
and the Senate are now reviewing
the regulations.
New guidelines for the three
campus-based
student
aid
programs are developed and will be
released soon. The 1972 law has
made important changes in them .
Of great significance is the
eligibility for Educational Opportunity Grants and Work Study
which will no longer be restricted
to students of low income families
but will still be based on need. ·
Eligibility for all the programs will
now be extended to half-time
students anb students in vocational
and proprietary schools. Though
Nixon would like to see BOG take
over the functions of these
programs , the Education
Amendments of 1972 require that
BOG and direct loan programs as
well as college work study be maintained at specified minimum levels.
To propose Basic Grants funding
without maintaining the three existing Federal programs is contrary
to law.
Federal sources will result in
lower amounts of federal assistance especially if funding is
inadequate to meet each student's
entitlement. Unless supplemental

Federal aid programs are made
available, some students will not be
able to close the remaining need
gap after Grants are provided .
Since the grant cannot exceed onehalf the costs, the student would
need additional resources to meet
his budget.
The Office of Education is tryi ng
to develop regulations fo r operating the Basic Grants program in the
corning academic year but time is a
problem. It is not clear that the
delivery system fo r BOG can be
operative and the necessary a ppropriations a pproved in sufficient
time to administer the program
Effectively in l 973-74. It is not
clear whether the ap pro priati ons
for BOG and work study will be
known in sufficient time fo r
colleges to make even tentative
commitments to students in the
Spring.
Commissioner of Education
Sidney Marland noted that the
higher education assoc1at1ons in
Washington are likely to support
funding for Basic Grants but also
to insist on meeting the legal requirement of at least sustained funding for the other three programs.
But further speculation on Federal
Student Aid seems at this time
futile, because the Congressional
Appropriations Committees are
just beginning to organize and consider the issues. In the meantime,
students and institutions have no
way of knowing what levels of
Federal
funding - or
what
programs to expect for 1973-74.
The urgency of timing must be
communicated to Congress.
Therefore, students are urged to
write their Senator or
Congressman a letter of appreciation. This letter should communicate the aid these programs
are providing for college students,
whose dreams of college education
might otherwise not have been
realized, and the necessity for having these or similar programs continued. Students can write Senator
Clifford P. Case who is presently
serving · on the Senate Subcommittee on Labor, Health,
Education 'and Welfare Appropriations at 315 Old Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
205 IO. Students should also send
communications to Harrison A.
Williams, Jr,• Chairman of the
Senate Subcommittee on Labor
and Public Welfare at 352 Old
Senate office Building and
Congressman Edward J. Patten of
the House Subcommittee on
Labor, Health, Education and
Welfare Appropriations which is
currently evaluating and discussing
the issue of Federal Financial Aid.
The Congressman may be contacted at 2332 Rayburn House Office Building in Washington, O .C.
In many cases, Financial Aid is
the sole means that enables
students to attend an institution of
higher learning. It would be unfair
to deny ~hem that opportunity.

To The Editor:
There are 165 courageous people
at the Dow Chemical plant in Bay
City which has been on strike for 14
months. They would like to enlist
the aid of your newspaper and
members of the student body so
t.Q/lt we may survive. Dow
Chemical is using its unlimited
resources in an attempt to destroy
us economically and eliminate the
collective bargaining process of
our Local Union which is 14055 of
the United Steelworkers.
Mauy workers and their fami lies
have suffered unlimited hardships
in the loss of income and personal
property which they have had to
sell in order to feed their fa milies
because Dow Chemical refu ses to
resolve an unjust la bor dispute
provoked by Dow Chemical and its
local management.
In the interest of humanity we
ask that you print this letter in yo ur
college pa per and that the student
body aid us by refusing to by
Handi-wra p plastic food wra p a nd
Ziploc bags which are made at the
Bay City plant.
If there are individuals or groups
on campus who wo ul d like to aid us
in this humane endeavo r, please
contact me at the address which is
given below. We request that they
boycott the above mentioned
products which are produced by
Dow Chemical in Bay City and by
any other aid or activities which
may aid our cause.
Please print this letter in your
student newspaper and if possible
send me a copy.
Thank you,
Martin Schwerin
401 N. Chilson St.
Bay City, Michigan
Local 14055

Felker Fan
Furious
To The Editor:
Re: Barry Felker
I have always thought that the
purpose of the Independent was to
express the opinions of NSC
students; that it is written for and
by NSC students. However, I hav~

heard rumors to the contrary. ls it
true that Barry Felker is no longer
being allowed to write for the
Independent?
In the last issue of the
Independent I noticed a rock
review (Fumble, Flash Cadillac
and the Rock Reviva I) written by
the Alternate Feature Service.
Why should our student activities
fees support organizations such as
this, when we have students who
are just as capable of reviewing
records and groups?
Ellen Temple
Editor's Note:
They closed "Deep Throat" m
Jersey too, you're out of luck.

Reply
To the Editor:
In reply to Mr. Felker:
Speaking fo r the editorial board
of this newspaper, our-position on
any accusati on of censo rship is
definite and fi nal. As editors, obviously, our fun ction is to do just
that - edit material offensive and
inj urious to our reputatio n as a
highq uality, media of college communicatio ns, wri tten fo r students
with a mature, intellectual otulook
on matters directly co ncerning
them. Admittedl y, this publication
is no quintessence of literary
scholarship; but our staff and
board members work long, ha rd
hours to have it appear on Thursday mornings every week . No one
minds the sacrifice- but to have
our final product defecated on by
repeated articles reeking of sexua l
frustration and masturbatory
imagery, gutteral language. perversions of immature thought and
adolescent fantasies, is absolutely
beyond our defination of what
constitutes a liberal press.
I feel a personal responsibility,
as a feature editor, to invite anyone
interested to the Independent office (in the student center) to view
for themselves our folio of
Felkerography. Better get here
quick though; SCREW magazine
is making heavy demadns for them.
In the future, Mr. Felker, why
don't you stand up to your own
editors before inserting a foot in
your oral cavity?
Digusted and disappointed ,
Tom Haluszczak
and the rest of the "censors"
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Advisement Hours

Extended
Office Hours .
Announced

DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION
AND INDIVIDUALIZED SERVICES
Dr. Arthur Jonas

Mental
Retardation

Speech and
Hearing
Speech and
Hearing
Audiology
Emotionally
Disturbed
Mental
Retardation
Learning
Disabilities
Student Personnel Services

UNDEfi.GRADUATE;
Mrs. Berson
Wed., Fri., 3rd period
Mon., 3rd period, by appointment
Mr. Barnhart
Tues., 2nd period; Fri., 3rd period
Thurs., 4th period, by appointment
Mrs. Fisher
Tues., Thurs. , 3rd period
Wed., 4th period
Mr. Haffly
Mon., 4-5; Tues., 6:30-7:30
Dr. Gens
Mon., Thurs., 3-5
and by appointment
GRADUATE:
Dr. Gens
See above.
Dr. Terr
Dr. Roth

Mon., Wed., Thurs. , 6th period
Tues., Wed. , 3-5
·

Dr. Frankel

Tues., 4:30-6; Wed ., 4-5

Dr. Gasorek

Wed. , 4:30-5:30; Thurs., 4-5
Fri., 11-12
Tues., Thurs., 4-7

Dr. Ruth Ward

The Offices of Academic and
Career Planning and Placement
announce extended office coverage
to provide more service to
students. The offices, located in
Townsend Hall, rooms T-117 and
T-119, will remain in operation
from Monday through Thursday
until 8 p.m., and on Friday until 6
p.m.
At least one academic advisor
will be available in the evening. The
schedule is as follows :
Monday - Miss Marie Salandra;
Tuesday - •Mrs. Charlotte Kelem,
Miss Judith Vitolo; Wednesday Mrs. Carol Lehmann, Mr. Robert
Weiss; Thursday - *Mr. Thomas
Johnson, Miss Ann Mueller; Friday - Rotating schedule.
*Please note that Mr. Thomas
Johnson· coordinates the Veteran's
Identity Program as well as serving
as an academic advisor. Mrs.
Charlotte Kelem represents the
Certification Office, in addition to
her duties as an academic advisor.
This schedule will remain in
effect through the Spring, 1973
semester. A revised program of
evening coverage will be announced for the summer session.

10-12
10-12
7:30-9 p.m.
10-12

Herrington, H. E.

Tues.
Wed.
Levin, M.

.

12: 15-1:30
I 0: 50-12:05
9:25-10:40

Wed.
F:ri.

10: 50-12:05
10:50-12:05

Ohr, S.

7-7:40 p.m.
10:45-1 :30

Walker, D.

Tues.
Wed.

Tues.
Thurs.
Fri.
Levine, J.

12:05-12: 30
9:25-10:40

Mayo, M. L.

Mon.
Tues.

7:30-8:30 p.m.
10:45-11 :45 a.m.
10:45-11:45 a.m.

Hutchinson, J.

I 1-1
3-4

Mon.
Wed.

Mon.
Tues.
Fri.

Mon.
Wed.

12-1:30 p.m.
12-1 :30 p.m.

Yellin, S.

9:25-10:40
4:30-5:50

Mon.
Tues.
Thurs.

4-5
9:50-10:50
9:50-10:50

Zulumian, G.

Mon.
Thurs.
Graves, C.

Mon.
Tues.
Thurs.

9:25-10:40
I0: 50-12:05
9:55-10:40

To all my Friends ... God bless you.
To all those who helped me win ..
.Thank you
To all those who voted for me. .
. You won't be disappointed.
Sincerely
.
El Presidente, Lou Stravakis
Royal Order of the FIGS _

n ·e fensive
Play

As I said last week a newspaper's
purpose is to report fairly the
events that occurs. If there is any
comment on the events it should be
placed in the form of an editorial.
I hope you got the point of this
letter. I am a little upset and I feel
that you owe me an-apology. That
reply you made last week was uncalled for. By the way, what
happened to the.second letter I put
in last week?
Jay Gerstler
P .S. Your reaction last week shows
that I might be right.
Editor's Note: What "second" letter?

Ch ocolate
Mess?
Sound and Fury
To the Editor;
Re: Elections
Now that the elections are over I
would like to say a few words to all
the Fraternity and Sorority people
who ran for an office:
What makes you think I didn't
see past you and all the phony
smiles flashed at me. You were running for an office and had to lower
yourself to say "Hi" to an
independent student.
Also, I'm good enough to buy
your chocolate bars, but you'll be
damned if you'll speak to me on an
offseason. Besides, your chocolate
eats it!
I'll never pledge!!
PS, Congratulations to Lou on a
fine victory

Social Work
H erina, M. A.

9:30-11 p.m.
J-2:30 p.m.
1-2:30 p.m.

Mon.
Wed.
Fri.

10:30-12
9-10:30
9-10:30

Metrey, G.

Mon.
Tues.
Thurs.

The Master's·
Voice

Sound and Fury
Dear Independent:
There was no need for you to
become defensive in your reply to
me last week. All I tried to say was
the way you made your . endorsements was wrong. I did not
insult anybody personally, did I?
To reply to your reply, the New
York Times did indeed pface their
endorsements on the front page but
did they not put the pictures of the
other candidates on the front page?
If I remember correctly, the New
York Times magazine endorsed
Exclusive Lotus and TVR Dealer
Nixon anq Agnew but they wrote
l'om's Pit Shop '
, about each of the candidates
Quality Service and Repairs -on
equally and fairly, whkh you did
All _E nglish
not, when it came time to endorse a
and Italian Cars
•
candidate the editors did it in the
For Appointment Call ;
'
Editorial section. If you wrote
322-8866
about Lou and Bill and all the
East Bound lane, U.S. 22
other candidates equally like a
Scotch Plains, N.J.
. school newspaper should, there
wouldn't be a hassle.

SOCIOLOGY, ANTH RO POLOGY, SOCIAL WELFARE
F. Wendell, Ph.D.
Croce,· A. ·
F. Wendell

Mon.
Tues.
Tues.
Thurs.
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11-3
10:30-12
10: 30-12: 30

'

N.J. PIRG

..

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
Mrs. Elizabeth Huberman

Bauer, J .
Brilliant, N.
Currier, G.

Mon., 10:50-12:05; Tut;s., 9:25-10:40
W305-H
Mon., 1:40-2:55; Tues. , 3:05-4:20
W305-C
Mon., 9:25-10:40; Wed., 9:25-I0:40.
W305-D
Others by appointment.
Defanti, C.
Tues. & Thurs., 9:25-10:40; and
W305-E
by appointment
W305-F
Mon., 8:00-9:25; Thurs., 12: 15-1:30
Dolkey, N.
VE-411
Wed., 9:25-10:40; Thurs., 10:50-12:05
Dunn, M.
W303-C
Wed ., 1:40-2:55; Fri., 12: 15-1 :30
Evans, W.
Mon. & Wed., 10:50-12:05; Tues. &
Fry, Z.
Thurs ..,_ I I :30-12:00
VE-420
Fyne, R. _
Mon., 5:50-7:30; Wed. & Fri ., 1:40-2:55
W305-B
Hacke, R.
Mon., 1:30-3:00; Tues., 4:00-5:00.
Others by appointment.
W303-C
Tue~. & Thurs. , 9:25-10:40
VE-438
Harper, R.
Mon. & Wed ., 10:50-12:05 ..
Holzschlag, P.
Others by appointment.
W305-A
W303
Tues. & Thurs., !'2: 15-1 :30
Huberman, E.
•
I
Mon. & Thurs., 10:50-11:30; Wed .,
Kennedy, E.
10:00-11 :30; and by appointment
W303-C
Krueger, S.
Tues. & Thurs., 12: 15-1 :30
W305-J
Larsen, K. .
Tu9. & Fri. r 10:50-_l2:05; Wed., 9:25-I0:40W305-I
Messerschm1tt, D. Tues. , 3:05-4:20; Fn., 12: 15-1 :30
W305-C
Mott, P.
Thurs., 12: 15-1 :30; Fri ., I:40-2:55
W303-C
Murphy, J .
Tues. & Fri., 12: 15-1 :30
VE-419
O'Day, D.
Tues., 10:50-12:05; Fri., 9:25-10:40
W305-B
Okin, L.
Thurs., 12: 10-1:40; Fri., 10:40-12:10
W303-B
Patrick, C.
Wed. & Fri., 9:30-12:00
W305-K
Reicker, R.
Tues. & Fri., 10:50-12:05
W305-J
- Reifsnyder, I.
Tues. & Thurs. , I 0:50-12:00.
W305-G
Others by appointment.
W305-'A
Mon. & Wed ., 1:40°2: 55
Ritcelle, E.
W305-D
Tues., 10:50-12:05; Thurs., 9:25-I0:40'
Sanders, E.
W305-I
Tues., Wed ., Thurs., Fri ., 11 :00-12:00
Scotto, M.
Mon., 4:20-5:20; Wed. , 2:00-3:00:Suiter, J .
. Others by appoint~ent.
W305-F
Tues., I:40-2:55; Fri., I0:50-12:05
VE-421
Teran, J .
Mon. & Wed., 12: 15-1 :J0; Thurs., 4:40
W303-B
Thomason, E.
Moo., 11 :00- 12:00; Tues., 11 :15- 12:00; Wed .,
Urang, G.
I:40-2:55
W303-A
Viscusi, R.
Weinstein, B.
Wendt, E.

Wed., 1:40-2:55, 3:05-4:20
-Tues., 9:25-10:40; Wed., 10:50-12:05
Wed., Fri., 4:30-5:30; Fri. , 12: 15;
and by appointment

W305-K
W305-E
W303-A

{New Jersey Public Interest
Research_ Groups)

Election w ill be held today and tomorrow in t he
Student Center!

/

Vote whether or not .yo u voted in
last semester's referendum election!!
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Notes-To The People
by Harvey Jackson
"The legends (worded in the ancient tribal hymn lie cradled in the
seagull's call. And all the promises
they made are ground beneath the
sadist's fall. The poet and the wise
man stand behind the gun, ar:id
signal for the crack of dawn. Light
the sun.
Do you beli~ve in the Day? . .
.The fading hero has returned to
the night-and fully pregnant with
the ·day, wise men endorse the
poet's sight."
It is the myth of a new
consciousness. It is a myth which
brought individuals to Herman
Hesse and Carl Jung. It is a myth
which has brought many back to
the philosophy of the American Indian and to the philosophy of a
communal life. It is a myth which
would be the beginning of a ")ourney to lxtlan" and a journey
inward towards oneness.
But it is a myth of an existential
crisis, for it shatters a lifestyle
based on rationality, Newtonian
physics, and middle class value.
How many have heard-of the myth
and retreated from it?
Joseph Campbell, who is the
world's leading expert on
mythology, has defined a myth as a
"public symbol that evokes and
directs psychological energy."
Contrary to popular opinion, a
myth is not a fan.tasy or a mistatement. Rather, "it is.a veiled explanation of the truth" based on ar-

chetypes- within the collective unconscious.
Campbell tells that mythic communication has broken down
within Western society. Old Myths
do not 'function in this society and
there are no new myths prevalent
within all segments of society. Thus
Western man is struggling to
reorient himself.
Those in the 19th century who
believed that myths were mere
~uperstitions were guilty of their
own superstition: the belief that
reason could explain all human
motives.
According to Campbell, . a
mythology has four basic
functions. I. It maintains in the individu~l a sense of awe, gratitude,
or even rapture in relation to the
mysteries of the universe. It does
not produce a sense of fear.
2. A ,mythology gives man an
understandable image of the world
around. him in symbolic form and
establishes a relationship between
man an9 the universe.
3. The mythology is able to
provide some form of social
stability within a culture.
4. Most important, a mythology
is able to guide an individual
through the psychological crises in
life:
.
Campbell contends that the
religious institutions in this country have failed miserably to provide
a societal mythology. Some of the
mythologies in this country are the
myths of the "endless frontier, the

by Kathy Enerlich
"Women's libbers· hate men!"
This is a familiar phrase heard or
read about feminists time and
again. Without a doubt, it is one of
the more stronger myths which unfortunately is still attached to any
feminist, expecially if she is active
in the movement. This misconception originated when women first
began to organize either into official organizations or .informal
consciousnessraising groups. For

perhaps the first time since the
early Suffrage Movement, women
have gathered together, communicated intellectually, did not
compete with one another and
stood on their own feet without
men entering into the picture. Of
course this sort of action threatens
many people, women and men
alike, because instead of sitting
around in accepted coffee clotches,
women finally started fighting for

.All lJOU smokers

who plan to quit
somedalJ:
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American dream, and America
with a messianic mission." Even
they are based on archetypes and
therefore these mythologies can be
found in different cultures at
different times.
Because this society lacks
mythologi.cal meaning and because
By Enn PoeldQurk
it is a heterogeneous culture,
Campbell asserts that the "new
myths must be internalized .. .and
Lying down and looking the length
each man must find them for
.. . wa"Jking through New Jersey of the highway, as it disappears
himself."
,
woods on a sunny morning. Readinto infinity itself. Small vibrations
According to Campbell, this -ing Haiku poetry while stepping on emanating from the surface of the
would account for the youth crackling dead leaves and branches road as a zooming speck makes
culture that is embracing Christian in a forest 60 years old . Gazing at
itself larger in the distant. The
fundamentalism (Jesus freaks) Of . sunlight filtering throug·h gnarled
speck grows into a pick-up, roaring
those who turn to religions of the treetops while feeling one's feet sin- down the clean textured cement.
East.
king into the soft forest earth with
No birds, no trees,just the sound of
However, there is an additional every step. A faint breeze tickling an engine tearing up the man-made
.subculture .in which individuals the nose to remind one that Spring
plane with man-made tires, and
have chosen "a mythological map is near. Walking on overgrown
man made pollution. Man made
of withdraw! and adventure laid roads built by early farmers in the death at 70 miles and hour.
down by Christ in the desert, the past, only to come upon a vast ·enWhoosh . .. .and the roar recedes
Buddha and Bodh-Gaya, and dless stretch of carved land in the into the distance again. Looking
Mohammed in his cave of middle of the 3rd line of the poem.
down, one can see horse droppings
meditation at Mount Hira." It is
The silent stretch of cement
on -the cement. Nature trying to
this subculture which presents the winds off into the distance, over cultivate the cement. Nature trying
greatest challenge, for their myth hills, and making valley's of it's
to regain the balance. Climbing the
of a different consciousness own. Remnants of blasted rock asperfect hill again, one follows an
challenges- the very nature of sail the eye, torn by the blasts of old trail where the horse droppings
society.
progress. Already, beer cans and
lead. Look down, one sees horse
"So! Come all ye young men broken bottles litter the artificial
tracks, human tracks, and motorwho are building castles! Kindly hillsides next to the highway. cycle tracks drowning out the rest.
state the time of the year and join Perfectly graded banks to rim the
Broken branches line the trail.
your voices in a hellish chorus. road, barren of grass and trees.
broken by the pressures of 1973. A .
Mark the precise nature of your
Coming down to the unfinished
warm breeze beckons, and we
fear.' See! The summer lightning highway itself, one notices the tex- move off of the trail to find the
casts it bolts upon you and the hour ture of the newly formed cement.
woods again.
of judgment draweth near."
(Acknowledgment
for
quotations is to Chrysalis Records
Limited for quotes from "Thick as
a Brick" by Jethro Tull. Quotes
from Joseph Campbell were from a
• •
speech recorded by this writer at
the New School for Social
by Fr. Philip Merdinger
Research on Jan. 26, 1972).
The other night I was watching Gospel message. Reconciliation is
an unpopular cause ... themselves. the return of some POWs on TV not a papering over of real
When they said - hey, we're going and I was thinking- what must be problems, not a political comto change some things and we have going on inside the hearts and promise which allows a certain
to do it ourselves - many people minds of these men as they return process to go on, not a condescenbecame offensive and concluded home form the horror or ding forgiveness offered to
that feminists hated men ..
prolonged confinement in a foreign another. Nor does it imply an
What we hate is ·the spirit of sex- prison. Certainly immense relief absence of confrontation, of'truth' ism in our culture that refuses to
and exstatic gratitude showed on telling'. Reconciliation only
encourage little girls to open their
happens when one identifies with
their faces'3nd in their voices. A
minds to all the possibilities they,
psychologist, speaking about the . the life and problems of someone
as human beings, are capable of
new life that is beginning for these else, even if thes_e ar~ alien to ~y
doing in their lifetime. We hate to
men, said that they are going to own. In both the Jewish and Chnssee hard working women getting
need a great deal of support and -tian scriptures, God identifies
ripped off in the salary they receive
approval in order to feel that what himself with those who hurt, who
each week. We hate to see women
they have done was worthwhile. suffer, who are oppressed. This is on T.V. or in magazines being porStill, these men must feel grave the way our own life must be. It is
trayed always as the weakling, the
anxieties and uncertainties about not enough to share one's life with
dependent, the "ideal" wife, the bitthe future. And surely there must someone; one has to identify in
ch, the dumb blond, the perfect
be a great deal of anger - anger at some way with another. This is
unselfish mother, the' Virginia the circumstances which led to what does not happen, even on this
Slims beauty.
their involvement, anger at those campus. If we are sure enough with
But there is one thing you all who have opposed the war, anger outselves we can reach out to
must understand. That feminists ·at ctraft resister. It seems others and say, 'yes, I see where you also hate the part of our culture sometimes that anger is the symbol are'. For a Christian Jesus is the
which engulfs men into the male of our society today, both objective primary person with whom I am
mystique - always being the anger at the injustices and op- reconciled for he does identify with
stronger,
rational,
muscular, pression that is tearing apart the me completely. He accepts me
breadwinner, emotionless, Joe fragile bonds that hold this society wholly for what I am, neither apathlete. We hate to see man pay together and subjective anger at the
proving or condemning, but accepalimony through the nose, or never feelings of helplessness and im- ting. Because of this acceptance, I
have a chance to gain custody of his potence to overcome one's own am able to reach out to others and
children after a divorce.
and society's problems.
accept them. Isn't this what we all
Feminism talks about HUMAN
Once in the Gospel, Jesus cry out for? To be taken and loved
LIBERATION, but who is fighting remarked: "If you bring your gift to for what we are, both good and
it and why? Men fight it through the alter, and there remember that
bad. But without an attempt to be
fear of loosing some of their power you have something against your reconciled with, to accept and idenand money. Some women fight it brother, leave your gift and go and tifv with those who hurt, then I'll
because the movement threatens be reconciled with him, and then ne~er know this Jesus for it is with
wht they have been conditioned to come and offer your gift." Recon- those kinds of people that he
be since they were little. .
ciliation lies at the heart of the himself is identified.
What must be done now is to
destroy maleness, femaleness .
Society must stop devising myths,
such as the man-hater myth, to
Townsend Lecture Series
frighten people away from a
presents
movement which is certainly going
to benefit all people. As Robin
Morgan wrote in her poem
Monster, "I am one of the "manhaters." some have said. I don't
have time or patience here to say
again why and how I hate not men
Tuesday, April 10, 1973
but what it is men do in this culture,
or how the system of sexism, power
8:00 P.M., T.P.A.
dominance, and competition is the
Admission is FREE!
enemy- not people, but how men ,
still, created that system and
preserve it and reap concrete
Don't miss it!
benefits from it."
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"Another View.
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Senator
William Proxmire

CanlJOU
throw awalJ that pack

right now?

It 's not ca~y; i~ it ?
years, after 146,000 more cigan:ttcs,
vou think it \ going to be easier?
· I )on 't kid \'oursel f.
Quit now. You'll n~vcr get a ch,111ce like thi s agai n.
In

20
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log cabin, in the midst of a pine
fo rest, sitting a bout a hundred feet
from a lake. T here were about five
other cabins a nd one house-trailer
in the clearing. In t he dista nce, the
outlines of la rge mounta ins could
be faintly observed, fogged by the
heavy rain clouds.
Tracey and m yself first took a
by Bob Tra vag/ione
good, hot bath and then sat down
to a warming cup of lemon balm
"The Gusher", a bar highly
Tracey was full of excitement
tea. Following this, our hosts inrecommended
for
its
pizza
a
nd
and happiness, the Id aho counformed
us that they were going out
beer. We split a pie and drank two·
tryside bringing out the brightest
for the night. They told us to make
glasses
of
milk
apiece.
We
side of his personality. At Idaho
ourselves at home and that they
prolonged t he meal about as long
Falls, we left Highway Fifteen and
would not return until the followas
possible,
but
the
time
finally
arheaded northeast to Yellowstone.
ing day. It was a beautiful evening;
rived when we'd have to face the
We traveled in leaps and jumps. for
we made a fire in the hearth and
downpour. By the shelter of the
all the rides seemed to be local
drank a few more cups •of that
outside porch, we buttoned up our
residents going to the food store.
mellowing tea. Our beds were the
rain gear, never noticing that. all
When we arrived in the· town of
cool oak floor of the main room .
the
time,
we
were
being
observed
, West Yellowstone. we were
by a group of card-playing, grisly . We stretched out our billowy,
saddened, for the sky had become
guys
who had the table by the front . down sleeping bags, both of us
completely overcast and the cool.
grinning, just in ecstasy over our
window. From behind, a voice instrong winds of the coming storm
unbelievably good fortune.
quired,
"Where
do
you
think
you
had begun to blow. The streets
For the first time in my life, I was
guys are goin'?"
were all dirt, wide, without curbs:
really awakened by a red rooster.
Tracey
looked
like
he
had
There were hitching posts in fr ont
The sun was rolling over a mounswallowed a fish, as he struggled to
of each souvenir shop. with a
tain, turning its snow-covered peak
put
out
an
answer.
"
We
don'
t
couple of Chevrolets and a V .W .
know." Well, the voice solved our into millions of glittering mirrors.
pony tied up. The sky opened.
dilemma. "Come on back in here; The rain was gone, just a few dark
dropping solid sheets of water on
battleships, quickly being wisked
you can stay at our place tonight."
the town. T he dirt street turned to a
across
the sky on the breath of a
We
were
introduced
to
the
group.
foot of mud , with many ca rs
northeast wind.
all young guys, working in the area
imbedding their rear wheels deeper
We left our hosts a long letter of
for the summer.
and deeper into the ooze.
Their place was about eight thanks and appreciation, and
By now, our stomachs' hung ry
miles from the town on the Mon- headed out of the settlement back
alarms had gone off. and we
tana side of the border. It was a rea l to West Yellowstone. On the ma in
headed our boots directl y towa rd
road, ~e~w,€:_fe picked up by a young

couple in a Volvo. They were headfor this was the only area that
ing into ~he national park for some
allowed te nt camping. All the ot her
camping and bicycle-rid ing. We
sites were restricted to solid-state
also fo und a large Golden Ret- camper vehicles, for there were too
riever, who was to share the back
ma ny bears aro und. In our whole
seat with us. Tracey moti o ned to
trip around the park, we had o nly
me to get in first, in the closest
seen the rear-end half of a bea r,
position to the animal, for he was
from a slight traffi c jam caused by
allergic to them. Once on our way,
the line of cars that had stopped to
well past the main gate of the park,
view him. We were picked up by a
our driver, Stephen, asked if either family in a station wagon. We were
of us could drive. l reI;Jlied in the afsquashed into the rear, our heads
firmative, and he happily pulled
squashed against the ceiling, our
over to the shoulder.
faces pushed into the fogged winThe young couple unbuckled a
dows, and our feet so cramped and
pair of beautiful English bicycles twisted that they constantly kept
that they had strapped to the rear
falling asleep. All the little kids had
of the auto. We were instructed to
on cowboy hats, and they kept
ride on and meet them at the first
squirting us with their damn water
rest area. The dog went with them,
pistols. I was fuming mad , but
and Tracey and myself found
what can you do in someone else's
ourselves driving a car through the
car; ~·on are at their mercy. I lived
park.
through the ordeal, but l still didn't
Suddenly, lracey yelled , "Look
enjoy it. They left us off at a nice
out there!" He pointed to his right, campsite with a fireplace and even
and l noticed that the dog had been
a cold-water spigot. We hoisteq up
running parallel to the car, but
the little, green, mountain tent hurdeep in the woods. He was travelridly, anticipating a heavy rain. We
ing very fast, his long red hair being
had just gotten a good fire going
pushed down flat from the force of when the downpour began; we left
his body's cutting through the air.
our meal and fled for the shelter of
That was okay, but there wer igns
the tent. The rain turned to hail,
all around warning of boiling · ater
giant stones that threatened to rip
springs. I thought that the dog
tlirough the thin, nylon walls.
might not know ·the difference
Without even realizing it, we both
between cold and hot water f~om
fell deeply asleep. The next thing l
sight, and l wasn' t in the mood for
realized was that the night was over
boiled puppy, so I stopped the car
and the day was very sunny.
and called the beast on in.
There was great commotion a ll
We foll owed the road a ro und the around us. Everyo ne was brea king
park from the west to the south, camp. On my way to the outhouse,
towards the east, a nd then fi na lly
I got into a conversati on wi t h a
north. Our peddling frie nd s rode · man who looked like the hu man
about half the distance in the car,
for m of a grisly bear, and he told
the rest on their two wheels. Our me of a great parade that was to
journey took us through fie lds of begin in an hour in the town of
bubbling mud and overpowering Gardiner, the northern exit of the
steam, past hot springs, to the
park. He said he'd take us· into
cones of ferocious geysers. We town if we wanted to see t he thing,
waited for two shows at Old and I consented, knowing that
Faithful, becoming very disap- Tracey w-0uld be thrilled to be able
pointed when the geyser gave forth
to see the Yellowstone Centennial
only a little wisp of steam. People Parad"e. lf we missed this one, we'd
were packed all around the area,
have t6·• wait another hundred
waiting for the moment of erup- years. We ·.quickly rolled up the
tion. When the puffer failed to give tent, sec·ured our packs, and
a decent show the second time, the walked over to the man's campsite,
crowd began to boo. The barren
where we were invited to sha re
fields of the volcanic activity con- breakfast with himself and his wife.
tained a few skeletons of trees desWe arrived in Gardiner just in
troyed by the heavy sulfur concen- time to see the begirning of the
tration but nothing that any of us show. It was all very well done, the
thought was of interest.
floats being manned by the
We split up with the young townspeople and park personnel.
couple at the area of Canyon D iffe rent organizations of the area
Village, whe re we did some food
contributed the money needed, and
sho pping a nd refreshed ourselves all t he people had hel ped to build
in the bat hroom. Clouds we re once and create the floa ts. In a n hour. it
again movi ng into the a rea, a nd we was all over, and the streets were
knew that we should soon find a quickly deserted.
place to camp. We had to head north, almost to the exit of the park.
photos by Travaglione
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by Mark Hurwitz
just finished reading the
Editorial in the April '73 Cycle
Guide by the new head editor,
Frank Conner. It had some really
heavy vibes in it which I want to
pass on to you. So here's Frank
:conner's Eidtorial, The Thrill Is
.Gone. I Quit!!,
" . .. A street motorcycle by itself
is just a thing. Doesn't matter how
exotic or ordinary it is, or how ·
much it may have cost. What it
really means to the rider depends
entirely upon how he sees motor-cycle ryding."
"Some people climb on street
bikes and ride to where they're
going, and the whole thing is cheap
transportation, period. For a
bunch of people, street riding is
simply The Thing You're Supposed To Do; those people
dutifully learn the language and go
· through the motions of riding so as
to be In, privately wondering if

every other rider is also faking it.
Other riders the ones with rats
gnawing at their bellies rack up lots
of fast miles trying to run away
from themselves, but they never
quite succeed, and they don't see
much along the way."
"StiJI other riders get high when
they're touching the hairline edge
of control; the thrills let them
forget their troubles for a little
while."
"Each one of those reasons for
riding a street bike can offer the
rider a lot of satisfaction for a
while. Then he gets bored and tries
dune buggies or skydiving or
something else."
"The people who get the most
out of street riding are the ones
who don't try to use bikes to solve
their personal problems. They are
the lucky few: the people who live
high. "High" means different
things to different people. The

rider who - high is neither a mystic for me. Times when . the motornor a freak . He doesn't babble cycleriding part of my mind is on
strange words, or hop around like a autopilot and trimmed out perfecdemented ground sparrow, or float tly. When I'm sensing tiny
through life with that disconnected vanattons in leanangle and
look. The street rider who lives adhesion and curve radius. When
high is simply a person who I'm compensating with minute
registers what's going on around shifts in body weight or handlebar
him aJI the time. When he looks, he lock or twistgrip rotation. When
I'm catching a line through a coner
see's things. The shapes and
symmentry and textures and colors j-u-s-t right, ten mph faster than I
of things like a motorcycle or a tree thought I could."
"Times when my eyes are scanor a house or a creek or a face: to
ning constantly and grabbing every
him the would is a painting without
detail of the unwinding landscape.
a frame."
1
Comparing the perspective spread
· "He digs the absurd as well as the
out right now with what I saw
beautiful. Music makes good
thirty seconds ago, and wondering
curves in his belly. When he talks
what my world will look like thirty
with people, he explores their personalities ouching the sharp jagged seconds from now- there's so much
to see. Looking at mountains and
places and the tender hurting parts
deserts and big ugly intricate cities
and the fuzzy happy spots with h_is
and tiny weatherbeaten towns.
mind."
Places I've visited before, that
"Buying a street motorcycle isn't
remind me of old songs. The new
of itself the passport to living high.
places, with all of their built-in surDamn few people are able to live
prises."
high; a person has to be at peace
"Digging the smells, whether it's
with himself before he can really
that faint ozoney tinge to the heat
open up and absorb what's
waves rising on a scorcher of an
happening aJI around him. In our
country'we have always given a low Arizona summer afternoon when
the thought of an icy beer can keep
priority to having peace of mind.
me going for hours, or the rich
Making money and playing status
odor of hayfields on a cool · June
games seem far more important.
morning in Vermont, or the heavy
The result is that most people live
scent of pines in the Colorado Roctheir lives as emotional cripples,
kies."
jammed up and hurting. Each one
"And the people. Talking with
wastes his energy playing complicated games with him self, trying strangers at filling stations, and
to hide the reality of what he is trading posts, and restaurants, and
from the distorted dreams of what motels, and small-town drugstores,
and roadside comping areas.
his ego says he ought to be . .. "
". . . Nowadays I can get high Fingerprinting the character line
sometimes. It's best when I'm just on their faces, and being endlessly
drifting along on a street bike- surprised by their thoughts, and
money in my pocket, time running hoping for the occasional sunburst
free, and no particular destination of a smile."
"Riding high. Maybe someday
in mind."
"But not always- every once in I'll learn to live high ail the time;
awhile on an endless rainy night I maybe not. But right now seems
get cold and wet and tired , and the pretty good to me."
" What about you? Are yo u one
strobelight glare of headlights
ricocheting off shi ney wet of the lucky ones who live high?
pavement burns holes in my Are you digging it all when the
eyeballs. Then the . horizons begin wheels are turning? Or do you
to squeeze in. My reactions slow happen to be one of the other kind?
down and turn off, one by one: The kind who eventually place ads
panicsville. Sometimes I get so in the classified sections of motorpunchy I can't even think to pull off cycle publications. Ads like, "THE
the road and rest. But a good THRILL IS GONE. I QUIT!! '69
night's sleep always scrubs off the 500cc Honda Cafe Racer- $550."
Maybe it's worth thinking about."
stains."
"These days the Good Times _ Its worth thinking about, Frank.
seem to come more and mor-e often It surely is.

Roving Rudy
"Finding Facts"
Mike Go/es

At least they'll still
• your voice.
•
recognize
You'll still sound like the very some person
who left for school. And they'd love to
he~r all about their p~rsonol investment
' in higher education. So phone the folks
any night ofter 5 or anytime this weekend.
That's when it costs only 25C or less, plus tax,
to dial o 3-minute stotion-to~stotion call
from school to anywhere in New Jer'sey.
This low rate does not apply when you
request t_he .services of an operator. For
example, on collect, charge to third number
or credit cord calls.

Phone home.

@

New Jersey Bel

This week I have dug up some tid
bits of informations that might
interest you. It's thoughs words
that you use all the time and don't
really know there meaning or
origi n. Wonder no more, for here
are the inside facts.
Dracule: Title and hero of classic
horror tale by Irish writer Bram
Stoker ( 1897), colleague of Sir
Henry Irving , sub se(]u e ntl y
adapted many times for the screen .
Stoker's concept of the bloodsucking Count may have been based
on mid European legends of a l 6thcentury
nobleman
(or
noblewoman - drakula is the
Hungarian feminine for "devil")
who reputedly tortured and
dismembered local peasants and
quaffed their blood as a rejuvenation treatment. Interpretations of the vampire legend all include sexual associations - vampires are said to mesmerize attractive women into giving them
their blood. There have been
several
reallife
bloodsuckers,
notably John George Haigh, who
was sentenced to death at Lewes,
Sussex, in 1949 for shooting or
clubbing nine people, three of them
total strangers, opening their
jugular veins with a i,enknife and

drinking their blood. Susan Atkins, sentenced to death for the
slayi ng of actress Sharon Tate. admitted she had dipped her finger in
her victim's blood and tasted it .
Haigh was a religious fanatic who
had visions of bleeding crucifixes,
and Susan Atkins was under the
sexual domination of Char.les
Manson, anot her religio us fa natic.
Wet dream: Erotic dream leading to "nocturnal emissions" - involuntary ejaculation. Common in
male puberty and adolescence, wet
dreams are less frequent in adults,
though some celibates report experiencing them several times a
week. Kinsey found that 80% of
men have had sex dreams leading
to orgasm, but only 65% of his
female sampled admitted to having
overtly sexual dreams and only
20% of these to the point of orgasm
- strange, since women's dreamlife
is generally much richer than
men's. (33% of women always
dream against 13% of men, and
75% of women dream in colour, as
against 54% of men.) The Catholic
Church is · unusually tolerant of
wetdreamrs: there is no fault or sin
provided the dreams are not
deliberately induced by the
thought or deed and not
consciously welcomed or enjoyed.
Freud contended in The Interpretation of Dreams that "the ma-

Cappy

Hack
by Baltazar Dimbledites
Hi boys and girls! It's time again
for the old Captain to talk on ya
again. I bet you've all been wondering where your favorite game
player has been these past few
weeks. Well, the first weekend I
had to take a lot of medicine and I
wound up in the Bowery to sleep it
off. Some creep roiled me and it
took this long for me to get back.
You see there are many, many,
many medicine shops there and I
needed a lot so I rolled a wino to get
the money.
This brings us to our first game
called Dodge the Wino. So find
one of those old drunken sodden
bums, make sure it's not the Captain now, give him a bottle of wood
alcohol and when he goes blind,
shove him into the intersection at
Five Points. Watch the fun as he
weaves in and out between the cars
unable tosee them coming. Ha, ha,
ha.
For out next game kids so you
know what we're gonna do? We're
going to grease the bottoms of
Grandma's shoes with her own
chicken fat!!! Watch the fun when
she puts them on and tries to walk
down the stairs! Ha, ha, ha. Hee,
hee, hee.
Now it's time for the contest
corner .
00000000!
Ahhhhhhhhh!i! !! I know you're all
waiting for the answer to last
week's puzzle. Well, guess what.
I'm not going to tell you so tough
sledding!!! Here this week's puzzle.
Can you guess what it is? The
same prizes from last time still
hold.
And now in the things to buy
department. Has little brother or
sisten been honkin' ya off lately?
Well, if they have, the old Captain
wants you to go out and by my new
peon keeper. The next time the little brat really gets under your skin
just stick him in this especially
designed freezer, guaranteed to
keep them in there until you let
them out. Great idea right? And it's
only $14.95. So go and get your
Peon Keeper now before they all
sell out.
That's it for now Remember:KEEP THOSE CARDS AND
LETT ERS!!

jority of drea ms of adul ts treat of
sexual material and give expression to erotic wishes". He emphasized "phallic symbolism" in
dreams-snakes, watering pipes. jets
of water, pears, sticks and _even
earlobes. A classic snake dream is
fo und in a "dream diary" kept by
•he (im potent) arehistorian Rushn
in 1868 - it shows the sinister unde rtones of his friend ships with little
girls quite clearl y:" March 9th.
Dreamed of walk with Joa n and
Connie.. .and showing J oa nna a
beautiful sanke, which I told her
was an innocent one; it had a
slender neck and a green ring
around it, f rtd I made her feel its
scales. Then •.~(i'e made me feel it,
and it became a fat thing; like a
leech, and adhered to my hand, so
that I could hardly pull it off-and
so I awoke".
Droit de seigneur: Loosely used
to denote ius prima noctae, "the
right to the first night" a feudal custom whereby the seigneur or lord
of the manor was entitled to first
crack any of the girls on his estate
on their wedding night. Mainly
prevalent in medieval Europe, but
similar defloration privileges were
accorded to rulers or priests in
Siberia, the Canary Islands,
Papua, Morocco, and Southeast
Asia.
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WITH THE CAMPUS
AT YOUR DOORSTEP•••
THE FOLLOWING IS A BLUEPRINT OF THE NEW 2
BEDROOM APARTMENTS TO BE OPENED IN SEPTEMBER ...
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A Model
Apartment is
being planned
and will be_,open
to all students
for viewing.
For information
contact: Housing
Offi.ce 527-2120
527-2114

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE
UNION, NEW JERSEY
RESIDENCE HALL APPLICATION
PRINT
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Last
First
Middle

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _;::··.__ _ _ __
Number
Street

City

State

Zip Code

Social Security# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone# _ _ _ _ _ __
Circle information which applies:
Semester Entering: Fall / Spring/ Summer 19_
Level Entering: Fresh / Sopp/ Junior/ Senior/ Other
Male _ __
Female _ __
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special events comm.

C.C.B.

presents:

the KINKS

\Vith .

AEROSPACE
,

SAT. APRIL. 7 at 8:0 0
-

ticket sales info at c.c.b. office ::·:_:•
,

student center
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Highlights: Leave NYC on August 6 and arrive in Amsterdam. Then off to visit Paris, Lausanne, Murren, Zermatt,
Venice, Florence, and Rome.
Price includes air transportation, transfers from airport to
~otel, first class rail transportation on the famous TransEuropean Express, hotel accomodations, breakfast and
most dinners. Also, taxes and gratuities at all hotels and
U.S. Departure Tax.
VETERANS: Take note: You are entitled to a refund of
$220 i_f you enroll in this course. Check with your VA advisor for more information.
Application forms plus additional information may be obtained from Professor f=d Wi11iams, Willis Hall Room 311.

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION:
TRAVEL IN EUROPE

August 6 to .August 29~ 1973
3 college credits·
graduate or undergraduate
$750.00

·- •
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by Bill Phillips
Do you think amnesty should be
granted to the draft dodgers of the
Viet Nam conflict?

Ron Colucci, age 23 Fresh. Viet
Nam Veteren
"No; It would not be fair to the
veterens of the Viet Nam War, expecially to the person who had to
fill in for the draft dodgers' place. If
these people want to come back
they should be prepared to pay the
penalty."

Linda Potito, age 21 Senior

Bob Devito, age 23 Soph.

"They should be granted amnesty
because, they did something they
belief and that the war was wrong."

Richard Glover, age 20 Senior
"Yes: since amnesty is given to the
draft dodgers of South Viet Nam,
then it whould be given to our draft
dodgers as well. I also did not
believe in the war."

"Yes: These people acted on their
beliefs of not wanting to fight in an
undeclared war and they should
not be punished for it."

Harris Lefkowitz, age 24 Jr.

Ellen Crowley, age 18 Fresh.

·

~

Mike Tripka, age 20 Jr.
"No; for the following reasons 1)
These men made a definite decision
and they should be prepared to
suffer the consequences. 2) There
should never be an unconditional
amnesty they should serve in some
capacity and 3) It would not be fair
to the veterens of the Viet Nam
conflict."

"Yes; the right to fight or not . · ·
should be left up to the individual.
These draft dodgers had courage to
do what they felt was the right thing to do.
Susan Fredericks, age 18 Fresh.

"Yes; It was a very discusting war,
and a person deserves their individual right to choose if they
want to fight or not."

"Yes; they should not be put in jail
because they deserve the right of
living in a free country to make
their own decision. of wanting to
fight or not."

The Campus Ministry Presents

Jesus
Music
r--------,

T h Ur Sd a Y I

For a trial size package of Kotex'
tampons (5 tampons), a pretty purse
container, and a very explanatory
book entitled "Tell It Like It Is",
mail this order fo rm with 25¢ in coin
to cover mailing aod handling to:

I

Kotex tampons
Box 551 CN1
Neenah, Wisconsin 54956

...

12: 15

Name _ __

Add ress _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

March
to tX,ye-ri_
ence
,
,,
,,
some mea1t1rtg 1n your mus1c
1,

some truth, _in

State

_ _ _ _ z,p_ __

Allow 4 weeks for delive ry.
Oller expires December 31 , 1913.
Li~it :i-nc per customer .

22

some awarentss- in _~our Life? ...
·~ou'll come awa~ ~{th a
''better head,,,,- :_✓ yuaranteecl

or Jouble ~our·- mane~ back.,.

I
I
I
t
I
I

I
I
I
I

I
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~

your t-al~? _

j
j

I

L

Little
Theater

_ _ _ _ _ _j
0 Femin,n1ty today
from K1mberlv_-Clark

Industrial
~ Studies
Association

$tart your car
starter pacR
Z076
8:00 a.m. 10:30 p.m.
o·r emerg~ncy
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JOB

~~A

pattern to confirm
is a kind of shelter"
by Sharon Ger

Men all have a conscience, why
then do they feel safer conforming
to the ideas and morals of others.
Each man is one individual. He
should express his own beliefs and
feelings . If one has an identity
crisis, and is torn between making a
decision he will nearly always conform with the ideas of his peers. In
this way he knows he is accepted in
the group. This group will act as a
protective shell. The individuals
views are protected by the
members of his group.
Conforming is a conditioned
reaction taught by society, mainly
by the family. The mother,
probably has the most influence
since she is at home with the child.
Remarks such as, "why can't you
be more like Jimmy," etc., begin
teaching a small child that he
should conform to be like his
friends. Parents try to •inflict their
beliefs and ideas on their children,
hoping that they will follow the
same beliefs. If the child does, he
knows he will be more secure in the
family relationship.
High school and college students
tend to conform to the ideas of
their special peer groups. This is
because of the fear of being an out-

cast. No one wants to be a loner.
The shelter that the peer group
provides is a protective and secure
feeling. Sometimes the member
does not really believe the sameway as his group. He is, perhaps,
afraid to express his feelings. He
will become unhappy with himself,
but will play a role just to gain
acceptance and status.
Men should act the way they
feel, not the way others feel. Inner
torment causes unhappiness and
frustration. It is, by far, more important to be happy with yourself
than to live in a fantasy world : The
individual will never be happy living under a false world. The individual will never be happy living
under a false security. Men can
never by truly ha,ppy with others if
they are not happy with
themselves.
Conformity tends to be a shelter.
It provides security and accep- ·
tance. Man is basically a conformer out of fear and last identity
caused as a child by the family. One
should stand up for his own beliefs
even if only for inner peace. One
cannot go through life being
unhappy with himself. To be happy
is to live.

Students wishing to find treasures and bargains among 80,000 used
books, old phonograph records and sheet music, as well as art prints
should plan to go to Montclair, New Jersey. sometime between March 22
and April 2. Those are the dates of the College Women's Club Annual
Used Book and Music Sale. a benefi t for schola rship and fellowships
funds. The sale takes place in the Social Agencies Building at 60 South
Fullerton Avenue, next to the public library.
Hours are 9 to 9 weekd ays a nd 9 to 6 Saturdays. First editions. some
autographed, and man y out-of-print volumnes can be found among the
fascinating arry, which includes Biography. Classics. Psychology. Poetry.
Drama, Fiction, Paperbacks and Textbooks .

BABYSITTING an infant, 2 weeks
old
Nancy Polow
115 Old Short Hills Road
West Orange; 736-3665
DAYS & HRS: 9 to 10am, 3 days a
week during the summer, additional hours, 5 days a week and
some nights
Position begins April 17 and is a
permanent position.
MUST HAVE A CAR.

LIST

BABYSITTING for 2 children
ages 4&7
Victoria Wilson
Elizabeth Area; 289-6351
DAYS & HRS: 4 evenings per
week
SALARY: to be discussed
Early childhood or Special Ed. majors preferred.

GENERAL AND OFFICE
WORK
DRIVER / DRUG CLERK
Fitzgerald Color Lab
Jennis Drugs
8 Burnett Avenue, Maplewood
2704 Morris Ave.
Come in for an interview. Do not
Union
phone.
call Mr. Rubin at 686-7477
DAYS & HRS: 15 hrs / week (morDAYS & HRS: Monday to Friday nings, afternoons, or evenings)
I to 6 pm
SALARY: $2.00/ hr.
Possibly other hours to be dis- Good typing required; freshman
cussed
preferred.
SALARY: to be discussed .

SALES
Evergreen Card & Jewelry Shop
564 Central Avenue
East Orange
call Mr. Jenkins at 674-8100
DAYS & HRS: Thursday
evenings, 5:30 to 9, and all day
Saturday, 9 to 6 pm
SALARY: $2.00/ hr.
SALES CLERK
Chalet
63 Main Street, Millburn
call Mrs. Cohen at 467-1898
DAYS & HO{JRS: full time
coverage needed from 10 am on;
TWO PEOPLE MAY APPLY
PART TIME
SALARY: $1.75 or $2.00/ hr. to
start

BABYSITTING F OR FIVE
MONTH OLD CHILD
Mrs. Douglen, 351-6962
DAYS & HRS: one day a week
SALARY: to be discussed

WORK AS A STOCK CLERK IN
SUPER MARKETS ALL OVER
NEW JERSEY
Action Personnel, Newark
call Skip at 624-3083
DAYS & HRS: full time nights,
overtime available, full time
summer work is possible
SALARY: open to discussion

NOTICE
The Newark State
Psychology Honor
Society presents guest
speaker Dr. Robert Roth,
speaking on " The
Psychology of Music'.' ,
Thursday, March 22,
1973, 1:40, College Hour,.
Willis 100. All are
welcome to attend.

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR
Apollo Data Systems
669 Mill Street
Belleville
call Mike Rossi at 759-7734
DAYS & HRS: Part time afternoons, between I and 5 if possible
SALARY: dependent on experience
Experience with keypunch or typing preferred
SALESGIRL
Center Drugs
20 Broad Street
Bloomfield
call Mr. Cagin at 748-8296
PART TIME; Salary is open.
Person from Bloomfield area
preferred.
SELLING MEMBERSHIPS TO
MAIL ORDER HOUSE
National Consumer's Alliance
(NAC)
80 Evergreen Avenue
Nutley
call Tony Cervasio at 667-6753,
between 9 am and 12 noon
DAYS & HRS: flexible
SALARY: on commission
Can work where ever student
wishes.

GAL FRIDAY
Union School Products
609 South Broad Street
Elizabeth
call Mr. Krauza at 351-1664
DAYS & HRS: full time, Monday
through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
SALARY: $120/ week
Person with an education major
preferred. Person hired will be
trained.

Cap and Gown Measurements for Seniors
Day Students: Thurs., Apr. 5, 10-4; Fri ., Apr. 6, 12-4, Little
Theater
Evening Students: Tues., Apr. 3; Thurs., Apr. 5, 5-8 , Willis
Lobby
•

C om mun, c.~ T, on
H-e. l p

There is NO charge for undergraduates.

ten Te.~
W. S. C.

Discover Wildlife
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A young wood duck popping out ot it's nesting box Is as much a part of
Spring as the annual celebration of National Wildlife Week (March 18-24,
1973). Soon he will grow to become one of our most spectacular waterfowl. Photographed by Jack Dermid, this poster photo highlights the
Wildlife Week theme, "DISCOVER WILDLIFE - It's Too Good To
Ml!l!I", this year's spring re_minder from the National Wildlife Federation.
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Movie Review:

('('The Getaway"

by Charles Brannick
I just had the unsuspected
backseat lovers or Steve has the
pleasure of seeing "Getaway". One
police in the gutter destroying their
of my friends decided we should see
car with shotgun blasts, townsfolk
it so the rest of us agreed simply to
aghast, and Ali knocks him over
pass the i:vening at the local
with tre getaway car.
. theatre. In the opening moments
T he plot unfolds when we see,the
we meet Steve McQueen, a middle
money, $500,000.00 if for a local
aged prisoner, somewhere in Texpolitician who arranged for Steve's
as. He looks a harmless 45, whose
parole. Ali shows her stuff when
blandness of Thomas Crown has
she breaks her agreement with this
long been spent, and frankly he . man, to kill Steve, and does him in .
didn' t look capable of pulling off
He not only provided her with a get
whatever it was that he had to. But
rich quick scheme but the sex this
it only takes till his first contact
tan beauty couldn't be denied .
with Ali McGrow, through the
Several touching scenes give us a
visitors screen at the prison to
better picture of Steve. In a
realize he is onto a character with a
pleasant par, under the warm sun
deep conviction for the task at
he has a fanciful premonition of he
hand. With the help of his girl, Ali
and Ali swimming playfully in the
and some unknown fixer he's
refres hing stream, clothed . The
released from prison and joins
next scene shows the two of them,
forces with the local desparados
soaked to the bone entering their
and conspires to rip off t he town
hotel room. The inevitable bedbank, a precise and exciting caper
room vignette to follow neither
in itself. The driving is tense but the
titilates nor overpowers; prison has
timely explosions and bloody gunnumbered his passion bur not his
fire refuse to be outshown, prod uctender love. The movie is a series of
ing and exciting balance. Peenear misses, where Steve is as juskinpah cleverly relieves us with
tifiably brutal as could possibly be
things like the parked car they just
imagined. No sir, he may be older
containing
startled
you
cat.
10. In this composition the piano ., hit
___
_ _ _ _ _two
___
_ _ _ _but
__
_don't
_ _want
_ _to
_cross
_ _this
__
_

Reflections on a
F-lautist"s Concert

by Lorraine Bernheim
While I was watching Mr. Rampals desterous fingers, I couldn't
help thinking back to Paris, and to
the cultural garden that it is. There
isn't any place like Paris, even the
street light posts are works of art.
Havingjust participated in Newark
State Colleges' Cultural Tour of
Europe, and visiting the Paris
Opera House and La Scala in
Milan, Mr. Rampal's hands took
me back to the M useo Teatrale alla
Scala. 'llfU]ere there are plaster casts
of the hands of Toscannini and
Verdi. Verdi's fingers are short, his
hands are heavy. His hobby was
farming. Toscanninis finger's are
long and slender, aristocratic, sensitive.
When Mr. Rampa) stepped ·
before us Saturday nite in his tails
and cutaway jacket, we knew the
music would be formal.
Having only heard the flute
played by my niece up to now, J
was struck with the resemblance of
the foot work, movements and
gyrations of their bodies as they
perform, the entire body seems to
become a part of the instrument.
The Sonata in fminor Mr. Rampal played was plaintive, pensive.
The second selection, Sonata in
a minor for solo flute by Bach, was
played in outstandingly clear tones
with no accompam1ment; the
legend of Mr. Rampa! as the pied
piper of Paris playing a golden
flute,
drifted
into my
consciousness.
Mr. Rampa! and his accompanist Ryan Edwards played
· for their fourth selection, Mr.
Edwards own original composition, for piano and flute, Op.

and flute are in perfect harmony. In
the faster .movement of the piece
Mr. Rampals fingering became
more frantic and his - body
movements more animated . You
were hearing Paris humming
along, the tempo slowed , the theme
changed, Paris was slowly awakening in the morning, in the same
theme the music swelled to a fuller
timbre as you walk down the
Champs E'lyse the piano is playing
a more prominent part now.
The Suire Paysanne Hongroise
by Bartok was the fifth selection
and seemed most familiar to me. It
started off in a gypsy style and
slipped into a plaintive Russian
theme. I was on the subway in Paris
again. The exotic eastern strains of
the medley Mr. Rampa! was
playing, reminded me of the
beautiful Indian girl seated opposite me in her gorgeous sari. The
Scherzo. Fast moving we were racing up the steps out of the subway.
The Slavic dance strains, Kasatski
tempo reminded me of the /people
of Paris, because they are from
everywhere.
The audience loved Mr. Rampa!, he favored us with three encores. He received a standing
ovation for at least three minutes.

REACT TO THE
SECURITY TASK
FORCE REPORT
(Independent Feb. 8th)
Please send your written
reactions to the Security
Task Force Report to
The Public Relations Office
Townsend T-208
Thank you

FEMINISTS FOR EQUALITY
presents
Dr. Gloria Butler
speaking on

"WOMEN IN PROFESSIONS"
Tuesday, April 3, 1973
College Free Hour, 1:40
Little Theatre
Admission Free
Everyone is invited!

USED BOOK & MUSIC SALE
March 22nd through April 2nd. 1973
SOCIAL AGENCIES BUILDING
60 South Fullerton Avenue ·
Montclair, N.J.
Weekdays 9:00-9:00
Saturdays 9:00-6:00

College Women 's Club of Montclair (AAUW)
Proceeds for Scholarships and Fellowshios

Play Review:

In the brief leisure he can. :::apture
you see him with the money spread
over his chest smelling it with a
look that says "what's so good
a!,out it". The show is filled with
characters, some only a face to be
eliminated and others who interestingly are revealed. Rudy, played
by Al Lettieri 1s the ctesparado who
typically enough betrays our hero
and provided us with and amusingly perverse pursuit of the elusive
bankroll, acccompanied by his
caretakers, the helpless husbanddriver and his pathetic wife (Sally
Struthers) who winds up enjoying
the lewd manhandling of Rud y
which her husband apparently
never gave.
The romantic finale fails to
provide any grandiose emotional
impact but it is the whole production that is so well rounded with
suspense, thrills,, compassion, and
monentous photography that Peckinpah and his fine cast get our
thanks and lauds for an enjoyable
Sunday evening and a commendable film which is very '73 .

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!

All th.e Way Home- ·
Valiant Effort Leads
to Disappointment

Famous US. Women Ski Team Diet
Duri ng the non-s now off season
the U.S . Women 's Alpine Ski Team
members go on the "Ski Team" diet
to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
That's right - 20 pounds in 14 days!
The basis of the diet is chemical food
action and was devised by a famous
Colorado physician especially for the
U .S. Ski Team. Normal energy is
maintained (very important\) whi\e

reducing.

by Tom Haluszczak
The March sixteenth performance of All The Way Home
by the Newark State College
Theater Guild was a disappointment. The stage crew did a
marvelous job in the construction of a realistic and homey set.
reflective of early ninteenthcentury Americana; even the
furniture was pleasently nostalgic, smelling of long Sunday
dinners at grandma's •in the
country.
Makeup was frighteningly
real; the excellent choice of
grey-flannel type somber suits
and ankle-length dresses let an
atmosphere of romance and
almost mystic longing for the
simpler, more dignified years
preceeding World War I.
The plot involved the interaction between a fa mil y in
typically rustic surroundings
and the trauma resultant after
the death of a strong and
desperately needed father. T he
mother finds . her strength in
faith (the) in god and the
pleasent rememberances of
having, if only for a short time.
been married to one of the best
men on the earth; a real human
being, nothing feigned. and
most important, with an inviolate dignity and touching
candidness, soft of heart and
full of fierce determinatio n to
make his microcosm of human
drama a shining example a nd
inspiration to all around him.
The mother keeps her religious
belief, but her real refuge is not
in the church, but rather in a
stronger belief in the beaut y of
her love affair -and the children
for whom she now lives.
The acting was adequate;
suprising when considering the
professional job done on the
sets and makeup- the excitement that usuall y accompanies a theatrical production of such great undertaking

was lacking, the vitality and
complete concentrated effort of
the team was somehow halfhearted and semi-committed.
Parts of the emotional action
were done well and made the
audience thirst for more of the
same; however, these bursts
were few, perhaps because of
the nature of the play itself. and
a great void was created by the
intensification effect of them .
Walter Morrison played the
noble father and did a fine job
doing so, his bearing and
overall demeanor carried the
part and provided a good
character keystone for the
emotional Action which was
later to follow; the wife was portrayed in a respectful, mature
fashion by Maria O'Brian. The
old grandfathers were fabu lous;
indeed here centered some of
the best acting of the entire
play-Edward Elgart and were
convincing and refreshing. contrasting the youthful pranks of a
few Kids playing th e
neighborhood ruffians. equally
as well.

You

starvation -

keep

"full"

-

no

because the diet is de-

signed that way! It's a diet that is
easy to follow whether you work ,
travel or stay at home.
Thie is. honestly, a fantastically
successful diet. If it weren 't, the U.S.
Women 's Ski Team wouldn't be per·
milted to use it! Right? So, give
yo urself the sa me break the U.S. Ski
Team gets. Lose weight the scientific,
proven way . Even if yo u've tried all
the other diets , you owe it to your·
self to try the U.S. Women 's Ski
Team Diet. That is, if yo u really do
want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
Order today . Tear this out as a
reminder.
Send only $2.00 ($2.25 for Rush
Service) - cash is O.K. - to Information Sources Co., P.O. Box 231 ,
Dept. ST. Carpinteria, Ca lif. 9:J01 3.
Don't order unless you expect to lose
20 pounds in two weeks! Because
that's what the Ski Team Diet will do!

On Sunday N. Weiss stumbled on a jambore (with
guitar accompaniment) in
the Security office. His reaction??? Why to sing along of
course!!!

"GO!-FOR THE FURY,

FORCE AND FUN OF

if "

.... -L001'

"ANGRY, TOUGH AND
FULL OFSTING!"_llff
Friday-Midnight
Betty Boop Cartoons
Admission : $1 .00

by Alex Malawka

ciliation between both Buddy and
The man who has kept himself band and psyche comes out. On
and the rest of the listening world perhaps the best song on the L.P.
constantly goin' thru them changes do we finally get a chance to exis back with us in the form of his amine Mr. Miles as the lyricist,
new album, THE BUDDY MILES singer and bandleader extroidinare
BAND CHAPTER VII (Columbia that he is possessive of being. 'Tis a
KC 32048). After a quick listen to shame that it occurs on the last
this L.P. one can make the general- track. Maybe Buddy has the unization that it is one of the best hills canny habit of releasing stuff at his
and valleys' albums now available. time of the month. Them changes
When Buddy and entourage are can be a killer!
BILL QUATEMAN (Columbia
good, they're good. But when
they're bad or weak, boy do you KC 31761) is a singer with a nice
know it! Seems that Buddy is tryin' soundin' voice. If you enjoy nice
to escape them changes, but they're ·soundin' music with lyrics that
even granny won't take offense at,
a tough lot to get rid of.
Some of the worst songs are, here is your chance to purchase this
"L.A. Resurrection," which sounds gem. Available now. No crowding
like it would make a great theme the aisles please.
GARLAND
JEFFREYS
song if beach movies ever were to
make a• comeback, and "Elvira," (Atlantic SD 72~3) is quite an
album.
Bouncing
which comes out 'more on the lines interesting
of a dirge than a quaint love song. through songs which reflect on
(Are these the only two bad songs, himself, (" Ballad of Me",- '' Bound
ya say?) They are in my opinion. To Get Ahead Someday", "True
Most of the other songs are To Me" etc. and songs which deal
pleasant and that's the kindest with topics of general concern,
"Zoo,"
Lon
word available. Though now when (" Lovelight ,"
Buddy gets good, he is excellent. Chaney") Jeffreys , never gets
"Love Affair" on the close of side I maudlin. Along with doing the
gives us an inkling into how good vocals himself and doing a little
the band is capable of getting. One acoustical guitar work, Garland
becomes aware of the rapidity of also employs the help of such
the music, but the lyrics and their people as David Bromberg, Dr.
John and The Persuasions. But
interpretation slow it down. ,
"Crossfire" becomes the turning what good would even these people
point of this ✓e'nture. " . . . I can't ex- be if the center of attraction fell
plain these things I been through .. through? No sweat here though.
." only teases the listener with it's Garland and clan come off exstatement and ii is only on the cut ceedingly well throughout this ven"There Was a Time" that the recon- ture.

Bette Midler:

SUPERSTAR
by Camille Cusumano

CCB Sunday Cinema Series
presents

and "Leader of the Pack", prpjecting her intense voice and flashing
splash of red hair in a burst of
sound and motion, providing the
quality of entertainment that truely
establishes her mastery of the art.
After intermission, Bett decides '
to exploit her sensual aspects and
appears in a tight violetsequened
gown with her three back-up girls
decked in satin, all reminicent of
the 40-s styles. This is where the
diverse performer reveals her true
gig, soulfully pouringout songs
from the 50's and 60's. There is no
way the aroused audience will let
her sing "BoogieWoogieBugelBoyFrom<;:ompany B" just once.,
The second time around, she bursts
free of the binding apparrel revealing an oldfashioned black corset
and calflength girdle. There is
nothing to do, roar at the drollery
of the scene.
Besides
being
extremely
talented. Bette Midler is a refreshing departure from many of her
present counterparts in music yet it
is unfair to label Bette "rock"; her
individual style attracts a diverse
group of music lovers. She
possesses a more diversified appeal
than other performers; the old and
the young, "straight" man or freak .
Anyone in her audiences will varify
this.

CLINT EASTWOOD

Coming Soon!

Bette Midler is a catalyst who
causes a mob's savage drives t9 be
sublimated into unrestrained participation. At her show, marveling
satisfaction takes hold of one's
mood. As witness to her performance March I Ith at the
Capital theatre in Passaic, I wan
not (at first) convinced this would
be the case when/ the divine Miss
"M" appeared in a s~iney purple
blouse and black baggies, delivering her initial nervous quips. Apparently, no one. was offended by
her reference to Passaic as "garbage city" or the present group as
the "qualude crowd". Whether her
lines were premeditative or not, she
delwered them enough spontaneity
to beset a passive audience to
demanding more and more from
one whose capacity far exceeds'
visible limits of her physical
_ presence.
At five feet one inch Bette is a
giant of a woman with an even
greater voice. Dancing across the
stage, springing about, barely
within a confined area, Bette launches into several wellknown songs
"Do You Love Me", "Superstar"

Festival
featuring two of his very best!
The Good, the Bad, and the
Ugly
plus The Beguiled

Sun., Apr. 1, 7:45 p.m., T.P.A.

A Day in the Life of Ivan
Denesovich, a startling
portrait of Stalinist Russia
and the individual. Weds.,
April 4, Little Theatre, 2:00
p.m., continuous per. formances.

Sounding somewhat like an
early Leon Russell, Jeffreys
charms the proverbial pants of the
listener. In "Ballad of Me," comes
the statement that" .. .I'M a legend
you see/ Black and white as can be.
. ." and this stands in testimony to
the L.P. itself. "Harlem Bound"
bemoans the existence of it's
inhabitants without getting too far
into the story of " . .. pimps and
honky girls. .. " While this may be
the "message" of the album, the
thought is soon dashed with
"Bound to Get Ahead Someday"
which picks up musically in beat
and lyrically in import. Although
not much is going right for Mr. Jeffreys, he'll " ·
.get ahead
someday .."
Side two again holds you with
the somewhat egotistical comment
on "She Didn't Lie" that " . . .I'm
your favorite son the one you love
the most. . ." Garland sounds
somewhat cocky, but if the simplistic advice on "Eggs" is taken,
maybe he'll be your favorite too.
"Don't put all your eggs in one
basket / your bound to fine'! a bad
one in the bunch . .. " applies to
almost everything 'cept this album.
Not a bad songin the bunch!
How many superlatives must
one use to finally convince you of
an albums worth? How many good
things must be said of an L.P.
before you get enough courage to
break your little brothers' piggy
bank and buy the damn thing, huh?
Hopefully not many!
At the risk of sounding like a
' paid P.R. man for a ·record company, STEALERS WHEEL
(A&M SP 4377) is an outstanding
album. The major fault to be found
with this effon though is not in the
quality. The quality has been mentioned, it's the quantity that begs
for addition. Don't believe, huh?
Just read on!
Thanks to the radio airwaves,
most of us not yet stricken deaf and
dumb have heard "Stuck in t·he
Middle of You" at least once, right?
Well if you enjoyed this cut, then
the rest of the L. P. is gonna be your
cup of tea.
What you won't get on this
album is a lot of crappy; underplayed music performed by groups
which rival mongoloids in lyrical
ability. What is to be found within
are just gentle sounds and plain old
good listenin' music. "Late Again"
initials the venture and
immediately strikes you with the
vocal similarity of an old Otis Redding tune. Horns and words combine in perfect timbre. Joe Egan
and Gerry Rafferty are responsible
for all tunes, either collectively or
seperate, and all come off on the
plus side.
Paul Pilnick, To.ny Williams and
Rod Coombes round out the
Wheel on lead guitar, bass and
drums repectively. Along with the
vocal combinations of Egan
(keyboards) and Rafferty (guitar),
the group rolls through songs like
"Another Meaning", "Johnny's
Song", and "You Put Something
Better Inside of Me" with absolutely no problem whatsoever.
"Gets So Lonely" on side two states
continued on page 16
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Modern Dance Club-

Doug Sham and Band

Solid Music
by Bill Yenne

"This is a song about muh
hometown," says Doug Sahm in
introduction to the first song on
this album, Is Anybody Goin' to
San Antone.
Doug Sahm is a guitar player
from Texas. Among his
achievepients are having led the Sir
Douglas Quintet in its climb from
obscurity to semiobscurity back in
the sixities, and being one of Bob
Dylan's favorite musicians.
The music on this album is the
result of several weeks last October
in New York, when -sahm went
into the studio with members of the
old Quintet, Atlantic producer
Jerry Wexler, and others that just
dropped in to play along, or so the
story goes. Among those sitting in,
were David Bromberg, Dr. John,
jazz sax man David "Fathead"
Newman, and praise be, Bob
Dylan. Doug noted that" . .. there
was nothin' but music and spirit."
Suprisingly, the music brings the
spirit across in fine form, but with
session men Ii'ke these, I guess
that's little wonder.
The music, as culled from these
sessions, presents a pleasing blend
of country and jazz, with a little

Berryrock and the accordion of
Fiasco Jimenez thrown in to round
it out. Sahm wrote several songsfor the album, but the best ones are
the older ories like Is Anybody
Goin' to San A1_1tone, Faded Love
and Blues Stay Away From Me.
Dylan sings on much of the album,
and plays a suprisingly good lead
guitar on Blues Stay A way From
Me and his own Wallflower. The
latte[, a cryptic lament, is his only
released recording since the George
Jackson single was released sixteen
months ago in November 1971. Its
only the forth new song from his
hand to reach the public ear since
the New Morning album in October 1970. Among his unreleased
efforts in the past year, however,
have been at least one album for
Columbia and a long version of
Just Like Tom Thumb's Blues
recorded during these sessions and
featuring "Fathead" N !Wman on
tenor sax.
On the whole, this album reaches
no fantastic highs, but rather is just
a good solid album musically, with
a lot of good solid musicians gettin'
together witn:"':. .. nothin' but music
and spirit."
...

..

•

CATHO°LIC CAMPUSMINISTRY
MASS:
Sunday, 11 a.m., Whiteman H_
all Lounge
Thursday, Free Hour, ChaJ?lain's Office

CHRISTIAN PRAYER MEETING:
Frjgav. 12:15. Chaolain's Office
"DROP IN'' HOURS:
Chaplain's Office, Book Stofe Bldg.
Monday, 10:30-12:30.
Tuesday; 3:00-.4:00
Wednesday, 10:30-11 :30
Fr. Phil Merdinger·

Phone: 2294

Jan Luzzi
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Book Reviews:

Off Th.e Naked Lun~h, Are
Shelf . • . Y otr Really Obscene?
by Maureen McCann

Norman Mailer, John Ciardi,
and Allen Ginsberg didn't think so.
The Supreme_ Court of Massachusetts finally conceded in 1959
and Naked Lunch went to press.
Logue
What is obscenity? Obscenity is
such pointed satire that it almost
occur were numbness in the hands
becomes hysteria. This novel is
and lips followed by involuntary
muscular contractions and loss of obscene, insane and funny as it
coordination. Then, after ad mission searches for what -values are left in
our society. Burroughs writes
to a hospital, she developed a high
about addiction and deprivity. He
fever and increased involuntary
writes of the destruction of all men
seizures. Before death she was
by their consuming addictions. He
unable to respond to normal
strikes out at the viciousness of the
stimuli and began shouting and
American way; the abuses of
screaming at intervals of one
political power, hero worship,
minute. Another case 'incolved a 6
year old girl who, because of violence, hypocrisy, drug addiction, and our beloved rampant
chronic mercury poisoning spent
materialism. Burroughs has
three years in a hospital suffering
written a social "1984". He is not
from repeated spasms, convulsions
concerned with politics or the state
and Jong periods of unconsciousof the world. He cuts deeper than
ness before she died.'
that. Right into the individual conThe latter case is possibly a more
ciousness and the absurdities of extypical e?(ample of what happens,
istence. America is tasteless.
for infants and young children are
America is raw and evil. America is
much more susceptable to heavy
stripped naked by one of the m~st
metal poisoning. Because their
brilliant poets, novelists, and
natural body defenses have not yet
satirists of all time. Bu~rough's is
matured, they cannot expel these
metals, expecially lead, from their
system. In this case ingested lead is
removed form the circulatory
system and stored in the bone tissue. (This gradual storing of nontoxic doses of metals is known as
oligodynamic action). But, when
the child becomes feverish, this
lead is mobilized and poured into
the blood stream. If the amount
stored is large enough the child will
develop acute lead poisoning.

The Toxic Metals
by Jim

Most of us are well acquainted
with the unfortunate byproducts of
our rapidly increasing technological society: polluted air; cri ppled rivers; ravaged, litterstrewn
land; obliterated wildlife. Scientists, researchers, naturalists and
"doomcryers"
are
constantly
pleading with a relativly inactive
populace to initiate measures to
counteract these deplorable "signs
of the times." But entrenched complacency is exceedingly difficult to
motivate. Even when tfie complacent are motivated (either by
fear or panic) the resulting interest
is, many times, insufficient and
transient. But people knowledgeable in the field of pollutants
and their effects continue in their
effort to bring home the realization
that mankind's stay on this planet
may not be as long as most expect.
Of great concern to an industrial
nation is the presence of heavy
metals (lead, mercury; selenium,
cadmium, and chrome) introduced, through manufacturing
processes, into its environment.
Although incredibly toxic, these
metals are, ironically, the least
understood of all contaminants. It
is with these poisonous metals that
Anthony Tucker deals in his book
The Toxic Metals (Ballantine
Books, Inc.).
lt is a sad fact that heavy metals,

in spite of their disasterous potential, have been grossly overlooked.
Although people arc aware of
)cad's poisonous nature in regard
to paints, most do not realize that
we arc currently introducing one
million tons of lead a year into the
atmosphere through the use of
automobiles. And, while the toxicity of mercury has been known
for years (ancient alchemists frequently went mad from inhaling
mercury vapors, and the term
"mad as a hatter" -came from the
seventeenth century hat trade, in
• which the felt used in the hat_s was
treated with mercuric nitrate), it
was not until 1953 that the contemporary world awakened to the horror of mercury intake: 43 people
in Minamata, Japan, due to mercury poisoning. Mr. Tucker
contends that other--heavy metals
are also finding their way into our
daily diet: selenium, which is ten
thousand times as poisonous as
arsenic; beryillium, which is a possible cancercausing agent; cadmium, which causes skeletal decay,
high blood pressure, and kidney
disorders; and antimony, which is
involved in liver malfunction.
Perhaps, says Mr. Tucker, the
most insidious aspect of heavy
metal toxification is the manner in
which the metal affects the body. Iri
the case of Minamata (which is well
documented and researched by the
author) one woman, age 28, came
do_w n . · wit,~ ,, acute mercu~y ,
p~1~oomg. -The first symptoms · 10 ·

(Cominuedjrorn pal{e /5)

that there's" ... nothing loS1, nothing gained. It's the same old
situation .. .", but in reality that is
not to be the case. We've gained a
great album, good sounds and a
change for the better. 'Bout time!

Why, you may ask, are there not
controls prohibiting the introduction of these toxicants into
our atmosphere and environment
of these toxicants into our atmosphere and environment? As
Mr. Tucker repeatedly explains
and precisly documents
throughout his book, public
disinterest, government mishandling, industrial neglegence and
complete misinformation tend to
bog down and sometimes suppress
any constructive action taken. Of
course ther,c are positive steps
underway to combat pollutants,
but these in themselves are inadequate and must be followed up by
~ore stringe11t regulations and active participation.
The terrible implications of
heavy. metal pollution cannot be
overlooked. Although The Heavy
Metals does, out of necessity,
become a bit technical for a person
without a scientific background,
the information and knowledge
that can be obtained about these
deadly elements far outweighs the
minor inconvenience to the reader.
It .is an important, well constructed
book about a situation that can
have the most grievous of consequences.

Hit the street and hightail it to
your newsstand. Bring a magnifying glass, peer over the myriad of
breasts and chrome, and look for
the gray matter. T H E
AMERICAN JOURNAL will not
entertain you, will not lull you to
sleep, not \\'.ill it make you new
friends. For those who value
hindsight, insight, and f~resight,
it's worth skipping a meal for. A
vitamin bottle full of vitality of
conviction should not be left resting on the shelf. All of the Western
world's protective devices melt
under the reign of these incisive
writers. The euphemism has been
booed off the pages, the passive
voice has tomato on its face, and
flattery has been booted in the bustle.
In order to strip away the
psel!dopatriotic raving of
traditional massmedia, this
publication has appealed to the
calm that mediates our minds,
rather than the lust for our sensational drives. Exclamations do
not score the pages. Discontent,
whether related to role sterotyping,
academic freedom in the · classroom, or exposing new dimensions of historical personages,

By Camille Cusumano

insanely aware and the reader is
For graduates of the Arthur
twisted and intimidated to the
point of disgust. You can open any Frommer syndrome who have expage and start feeling nauseous. hausted most of his useful
There is no end, no beginning, only budgetary suggestions,
Myra
the constant pounding words that · Waldo offers a more sophisticated
flow
between reality and approach, finely attuned to the
hallucination. This is a unique capricious whims of the exbook, social commentary in the perienced European wayfarer. This
Henry Miller style. This madness - guide is for one who is prepared to
that only Ginsberg could defend . be stinted by no expense, time or
Burroughs catches tile meaness, money wise in order to explore the
the beauty, the ugliness, and the endless idiosyncrasies of a legendprimitiveness that hides in every ridden land. In her bood Travel
one. He writes about the America and Motoring Guide to Europe
that's hiding on every analyst's
1973 Myra Waldo not only
couch across the country. He gets focusses on exploiting these
down to appetites and the beast aspects but offers valuable inthat is man. This is no sugar coated formation concerning the acsympathetic look at society, it's commodations the wellbred faspure genius. Shocking, revolting, tidious itinerant will want to be
and possibly obscene; it's what aware of while scoring these enpeople are really all about.
virons. While the boo)< contains
"The title was suggested by Jack many of her own impressions and
Kerouac. I did not understand is colored by personal tastes
what the title meant until my recent Waldo's guide also caters to the
recovery. The title means exactly suggestions of travelers she's interwhat the words say: NAKED viewed. She proceeds on the
LUNCH-a frozen moment when premise that" .. .the vast majority
evei:-yone sees what is on the end of of Americans are willing to try
almost anything during the day but
every fork."
Williarp S. Burroughs at night they want a good dinner, a
hot bath, and a comfortable bed" commodities not to be taken for
granted in a land where their excess
is nearly a luxury.
Although she includes a lot of
minutiae which one ·will only learn
through experience whether
forewarned or not she offers some
provacative descriptions and historical background of several
countries. Other helpful hints
revolve
a r ound
technicalities-customs
regulations,
passports, items to bring, etc. Her
advice to travel lightly cannot be
follows the selfassured tone of the overstressed. Too many Americans
casual, yet compulsive d°iary writer suffer from the mistake of a
or 1'1tcr writer. Several of the cumbersome overload of excess
writers comprise the old (avant) baggage. She also suggests the best
garde of the 1960's. Others are way to travel when there, with lots
largely unknown. They shouldn't of information on trains, buses,
be. Now that LIFE is gone, the taxis. She explains proceedures on
JOURNAL will say the things that tipping, telephoning, mailing mershould have gone under its title. chandise ho~e.
Don't be afraid. Open it up, and
Waldo's guide is also useful for
yourself along with it. One more finding out which months are best
word from me would spoil it. to visit each country. She gives
Right?
different feasts and traditional
celebrations one might not want to
miss such as the Procession of the
Holy Blood at Bruges, Belgium or
FEMINISTS
Independence Day in Finland.
FOR EQUALI T Y
Consistent with her affluent
general meeting
directed assumption that travel abTuesdays, 1:40 W 101
road is something to be consumed
all are invited
in every dimension, regardless of
expense, she offers suggestions for
night entertainment, particularly
for cultural enrichment. She allots
a number of pages to the refined
almost snobbish tastes in entertainment, of the French found in Paris.
While the cultivated French taste
will feature the Opera Comique or
Comedie Francaise, the Folies
Bergeres which they consider too
vulgar remains an attraction for
the less aesthetic foreigner. And for
more leisurely divertissement she
tells ~here to find museums of
various sorts. She doesn't indulge
in mi:ich detail c·oncerni ng
monuments, churches, cathedrals
or such, leaving this to the tourist
agencies, several of which have addresses listed.
Her lists of hotels and restaurants are again a degression
from the budget minded guide, the
ratings consisting of an evaluation
in terms of . excellent or good .
Prices-not mentioned hereagain
seem to be irrelevant. However, she
does honor thriftiness when telling
where to buy certain goods in each
(Continued vn page 18)
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I la I : all the dope you'll .
Bette, Sue, Mike, Tom,
Bill, Stu, Jan, Kathy, Fox- ·
ie, Jan, Sharon, Barry,
John, Edd, Alan, Enn,
Colleen, Patti, Ruthie,
Gerry, Pat, Michael
..,
'
Carolyn, Pat, Irene,
James, Mark, Art, Fr. Phill,
Lena, Mark, Jim, Mike,
and Marrianneall sa~HI!!!

New Guide
For Travel
Abroad

need far a Europe trip.
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ff.11
Vehicle
.S• Surviving Fragment

10, Lick ■ Up
14, United State ■ (abbr,)
1,5, Speak Theatrically
16. Burrow■ and Lincoln
1?, Of Greateet Excellence
19, Lively
20,
Doctrine (1947)
21, Poat-retirement Title
2J, Place• Gr,
2.5, Port __, Egypt
26, Leadership Quality
29, South American Camels
JJ, Talk Through One' ■_
J4, God
J6 , Expunge ,
)? , Continent
J9, Removee Koi ■ ture
41, Shout of Surprise
42, Type of Window
44, Group ■ of Ku Kluxera
46, German Article
4?, Teacher
49, Pur Kerchan,t ■
.51, Night ■ (abbr,)
.SJ, European Country
,54, Enact Again
,58, Defeated in Wrestling
61, Jai
62, Reporti' Analyze news
64, Singer Smith
6.5. Stop Watch, e.g.
66. Arabian Gulf
67, Adam' ■ Grandson
68, Peruse ■
69. Tennie Term (pl,)

DOWN
-1-,-Throw
2, Asian River
), General Opinion Of
4, A Shaking
5, Feature of Rudolph
6, Plightleea Bird
7, Gallop
8, Articles
9, Breakfast Dish
10, Stone Cutter
11, Aid
12, S, American Country
1), High-speed Plane ■
18, Swift
22 ,_ Irritate
24, .~ffected Smile
26, ·Deep G_orga
27,

Swiftnes ■

28, Sil.anted

)0, Type of Appellation
31, Turkish Coin

32, Proph,ta
3.5, Period of Ti- (pl,)

38, Kain Roadways
40, Turtle ■

43, Stir One's Peeling■
45, Lady of _ _
48, Respond ■ to
50, Spotted Hor ■ e ■
52, Indifferent to Pain
54, Yard Tool
55, Vivacity
,56, Roman Statesman
5?, Kr■ , Peel
59, French State
60,

Lair■

6J, Crew

/

Squires Eye Conference
·champio.nship
by Frank Tedesco
Coming off a 5-6 season, but an
encouraging 4-3 divisional record,
and a fourth place overall finish,
the Squires of Newark State are
eyeing
Knickerbocker
Conference Championship in
1973. With a host of veterans returning to this years line up, coupled
with a number of talented
freshmen, head coach Hawley
Waterman and newly acquired as- ,
sistant Tom Hooper have much to
support their claim that Newark
State may be the team to reckon
with in '73.
Offensively, the Squires are
headed
by captains John
McFayden and Jeff Miller.
McFayden led the team in scoring
with I I goals and 7 assists for a
total of I 8 points. At 6'3" tall and
weighing 200 lbs., McFayden has
both the strength and agility to
pose as a real threat to enemy
defensemen. His statistics - ninth
best in the league, bear this out.
Miller, on the other hand, has
perhaps the best individual moves
of anyone on the club. This makes
him particularly effective in
straight one on one confrontations.
Enjoying a good season in 1972,
Miller ripped the enemy cords for 8
goals while record ing 5 assists.
Rounding out the offense, the
Squires have Ted Patten. In his
first full season for Newark State,
Patten proved to be the most
pleasant surprise of the entire 1972
campaign. Getting off to a slow

a

Travel
Guide

start, Patten finished strong with 3 for the Maplewood Lacrosse Club,
goals and 4 assists. His efforts Giordano combines both physical
earned him the I 972 coaches ability plus a keen awareness of the
award, presented to the most im- game, to make him a true leader on
proved player on the squad .
the field.
This season, Patten has conGiordano and Montalbano are
tinued to show progress and examples of the new-look at
appears ready to move into a star- Newark State. Both have had high
ting role. Should · Patten faulter school experiences in the sport.
however, Mike Natale, a three year The acquisition a few other exveteran, and last year's second perienced freshmen, have made the
leading scorer, is waiting in the midfield position the strongest on
wings.
the~am.
At the midfield position the
Defensively, the Squires are set
Squires are beaded of course, by with veterans Mike Cleary, Dennis
Steve Zamek, who was named to McGarrity, and Ward Closterman
the 1972 Knickerbocker Division as the starting trio. They are
all star team.Noted, and justifiably backed up by three year letterman
so, for his strength and power. Frank Tedesco, and very promisZamek is often overlooked for his ing sophomore Neil Greco. Defengreat stick handling ability. These sive coach Hooper expects great
two factors enabled Zamek to con- consistency from these five and this
sistently control offensive play in is considered the most solid unit on
opposing areas of the field, and the team.
thus take a great burden off the
Once again returning to goal for
hands of the defense.
the Squires will be Jim MonIn addition to Zamek, the mid- talbano- a former All-Starer at
field will be strengthened by the acFairlawn H.S. Performing as a
quisition of freshman Joe Mon- freshman last season for Newark
talbano, and the return of Bob
State, Jim lived up to his high
Giordano. A product of Hanover school reputation . Called on to
ParkH.S. , Joe led his high school
make over 120 saves during the
teammates in scoring during the
course of the season, Montalbano
I972 season with 12 goals and 5 asproved to be the ultimate
sists.
difference in many of the Squires
Giordano, on the other hand , is
victories.
no stranger to Newark State. Bob
In summary, with a host of new
was a member of the team last
freshmen talent; along with the
season, before he was forced to
marked improvement of returning
leave in the early going because of veterans, it is no wonder the
personal reasons. With his return
Squires are quite enthusiastic over
this season, the Squires are forthis year's club. There is a new look
tunate to reacquire the services of at Newark State - a look toward a
perhaps, the best all around player
fantastic season ... and perhaps ... a
on the squad. A former standout
conference championship.

Squires Trounce
NCBI, 104-48
for Hospitalized
Coach Dean
The 1972-73 Newark State
basketball team closed out its
season with a decisive 53 point win
over Northeast Bible College. This
win was a good sign for the team as
it brought to a close a very trying
season that saw the Squires play
very well and very horrendous. The
victory was also won without the
services of head coach Dave Dean
who was rushed away for an
emergency appendectomy and was
recuperating when the game was
:ilayed. It has been a trying year for
coach Dean who injured his knee
during soccer season and only had
four days to go before the end of his

Newark Staters greeted on
Scoreboard at Philadelphia '76'rs
vs. NY Knicks game in Philly, this
month.

basketball duties to get some
deserved rest before his attack . He
is doing fine and should be home
by now. He is getting some rest
finally but I bet I can think of a
thousand other ways he would like
to have taken it easy rather than a
forced recuperation. The whole
athletic department and the
Independent would like to wish
him a speedy recovery and a lucky
spring.
Rich Wilson led the Squires
scorer~ with 22 points and was
helped by Andy Blejway 16 points
and a all-time career high by
forward Bill King who netted 13
big points. All pf the Squires
scored and after a fairly even first
minutes ihe only issue in doubt was
when we would reach JOO. With 39
seconds it didn't look like we would
make it but NCBI lost the ball and
Bob Gilligan earned his own little
niche in history by hitting a jump
shot with 18 seconds left and
Newark reached IO I and sort of
ended the year in a nice way.

Notice
Inter Varsity Christian
Fellowship every Thurs.
1:45 Willis '201 A

--,-:-;;-~
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(Continued from oage 16)

country. Her disclosures about the
craftmanship of certain merchandise could certainly prove
beneficial to bargain hunters and
consumers in general.
Besides advice concerning customs (do you know when it's forbidden to tip in Russia?), cuisine
(did you know that filet de boeuf
Strasbourgeoise is just steak and
potatoes?), touring attractions,
and historical sights Myra Waldo
gives many tips and road directions
for the motorist. Unfortunately she
doesn't include road maps, but her
directions are fairly explicit giving
route numbers.
Ms. Waldo's travels have taken
her to nearly every country and as a
sensitive observer she seems well
enough versed in the mores of
different cultures to relay informative suggestions to novice
travelers. Even if one doesn't get to
every country mentioned in this
book, Waldo's travelogue can
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Cap and Gown
Measurements
for Seniors!!

Day Students:
Thurs., April 5th, 10-4
Fri. , April 6th, 12-4
Little Theater
Evening Students:
April 3, April 5, 5-8
Willis Lobby
THERE IS NO CHARGE FOR
UNDERGRADUATES!

To J. J .:
Thanks a million for the car
keys!t
Yours truly.

LOST:
. Compara t ive
Government
Notebook.
URGENTIII Return to Susan
In Ind. Office
Bill P.
Have a happy day!!!
Love, Susan

prove profitable to anyone whose
nexfaspiring endeavor is anywhere
in Europe.

WOMEN'S TENNIS TEAMS
COACH: DOLORES SHIPOSH
Date
Opponent
Time
Place Teams
April 5
Farileigh Dickinson
Teaneck
3:30
V
A
April 12
Ramapo
3:30
H
JV
April 16
Douglass
3:30
H
V &JV
April 18
Paterson
3:30
H
V&JV
April 24
Middle.sex College
4:00
H
JV
April 26
Centenary College
3:00
A
V &JV
May I
Monmouth College
3:00
V
A
May 3
Glassboro
3:30
V
A
May 8
Princeton University
JV
3:00
A
V
May 9
Fairle'igh Dickinson
Madison
3:30
V
A
May IO
Montclair
V
3:30
H
May II
Ocean County College
3:30
A
JV
Tournaments
May 5 and 6 N.J . Women's Intercollegiate Tennis Tournament

FOR SALE
One Dead Goose; contact
Betty.
FOUND:
Eastern Airlines Youth Fare
Card. If you can identify
name and other info, it's
yours . Inquire : The
Independent office, Student
Center.
Summer, Rentals

SEASIDE-HEIGHTS
½· black from the ocean
•2 bedrooms; 1leepa 8 - $1,700
-3 bedrooms; kitchen. living &: dining.
rooms
sleeps JO - si:900
By Season Only
Groups OK

-43 Franklin ·Ave.
..S.t.

& Sun.

NOTICE
Driving to Sault Ste Marie;
Michigan (2 miles from
Canadian border) . Looking
for riders to share expenses
in VW. Leaving March 22-1
day before Spring recess.
Anyone interested, call Jim
at 998-0923 after 5 p.m.

PERSO NAL: WANTED-one
woman, to become the wife
of a 21-year-old Newark
State College junior. The
above is 5'9" tall and weighs
approximately 160 pounds.
His income is, at present ,
next to nothing, but he plans
to be successful in the future.
Some of his outstanding
qualities are that he is easy to
live with , gets along well with

fathers- and mothers-in-law,
and doesn't mind if wife
wants to continue a career
on her own , as long as it
doesn't interfere with her
housework. The person is
sensible, responsible, eventempered , and likes children
(somewhat). Please send
resumes to Frank, care of
Jan Dalziel , at The
Independent office.

FOR SALE: J.971 ~wasak.i 100 cc·
Bushmaster, excellent condition,
1600 miles, 2 helments & luggage
rack, $325.00 Call Edd McHugh
37~9524 .

FOR SALE:
'65 Dodge Dart Conv., 6
cycl. , P.S., Auto ., R & H,
Bucket seats. $200 or best
offer. Call 374-5093.

AN UNUSUAL PART-TIME

JOB
The College Marketing
Group, Inc. works with over
130 publishers, marketing
books to college faculties
throughout the nation . We
need
responsible,
resourceful persons to conduct marketing research
surveys on local campuses ,
and help with our traveling
book displays when they are
in your community. Position
may lead to management
responsibilities and summer·
jobs, and maybe even a
c a reer . Apply for this
position; send resume (inc I u ding three faculty
references)
to : John
Graham, College Marketing
Group, 198 Ash St., Reading,
Mass. 01867. An Equal Opportunity Em ployer.

NOTICE
Steve B. is glad to be out!!!

S. B.
PERSONAL
Dear Betty,
Did it feel good?
Mike M. , Tom H., John D.
Mike M,, Tom H ., John D. :
Yes-, it did.
Betty
Typewriter rentals available
at
College
Books-tore .
Special student rates.

Part-time opptunity. •3()6'!04 ~. per month fi xed income. 9411 for _
appointment.
373-0828 Mr. Phillipa.
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Intramural Regular Season Leaders
PERFECT SEA SON

JimM
Joe Kucz
Boyd
Kevin
Charlie
Bill R
Bill H
Joe Kam
JimH

G
9
9
7
7
8
6
6
5
7

Team

9

FG
42 / 83
46/75
29 / 69
19/49
12/25
7/ I8
3 / IO
0/6
7 / 17

%
51 %
62%
42%
39%
48%
39%
30%
0%
41%

FT

47%

30 / 52

165 / 352

8 / 15
2/ 3
I 0 / 12
7 / 15
I/ 3
I/ 2
%
%
1/ 2

I

%
53%
67%
83%
47%
33%
50%

R

50%

26
16
34
31
17
22
6
2
5

58%

159

A
5
12
3
3
12

PF
II
I0

3

6
6
6
6
2
0
I

46

48

I
6
I

Stats by Frank Hacia

(Continued from page 1)

and the importance of specialty in a
minor field. In addition, she
stressed the importance of working
with college publications.
Philip Grouss, NSC '72, began
as a copy writer and traffic man for
·wJDM, a local radio station, and
has recently been appointed
program director. Starting at the
bottom of the ladder, as commercial copy writer he found the key to
his job to be versitality and the
ability to write "spoken" english
for the radio commercials. While at
Newark State, Phil was the editor
of the lively underground
newspaper, THE ZEBRA, which
appeared weekly for a year and a
half.
Terry Cornak, working in the
medical department of AppletonCentury Crofts in New York, described her initiation into the world

of publishing. She explained that
each publishing house has its own
way of doing things, but basically
writing must be clear, concise and
simple. She emphasized the need to
be eager, and willing to learn when
job hunting.
Dr. Kennedy's sister, Clare
Kennedy, in the U11ited States on
vacation, filled in for Alumnus,
Robert Lorick (writer and director) who was unable to attend. She
related the experiences and
benefits of being a teacher in
Belguim. Employed by the Europe
Council of International Schools,
she teaches in Antwerp and
pointed out the benefits of her jobsmall classes, internationalized
curriculum, previously arranged
housing and transportation and an
inspiring atmosphere in which to
teach.
These
International
Schools, private institutions begun
by American companies, are used
by the children when a company
sends one of their men and his
family to Europe.

Rutgers (Newark)
Paterson St. / Baruch
Mari st/Ramapo
Glassboro St.
Rutger s (S.J.) /
St. Peter's
Bloomfield
Trenton St.
Montclair St

23
25
30
MAY
3

FDU (Madison)
State Championships
Metropolitan
Championships

7
8

'

22

,,

Total
Pf
92
94
68
45
25
15
6
0
15

AVG.
10.22
10. 45
9. 70
6. 45
3.12
2.50
J.00
0.00
2.14

45

43

360

40.00

Alternative Education
(Continued from pcge 1)
secretarial skills, and also more
outside experience to be desired .
. Teachers, who are paid according
to need, do not necessarily have to
be certified by the state. Classes
usually do not exceed 5 to 10
students. There is no specified principal for the school. Volunteers
also come in during the week and
offer courses which the students request. Volunteers are welcome to
participate in this school. It is an
opportunity for college students to
get valuable field experience, in a
relaxed setting, while learning how
this free
alternative school
operates. It is hoped there will be
students here at Newark State who
will want to get involved in this
program. If you are astute in teaching math, social studies, typing,
~~~~n~, or !~~her subject you

New Dana Deadline:
!! March 23 !!

EVANGELICAL
CAMPUS
MINISTRY
INTER- VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
BIBLE STUDY, RAP & PRAYER
THURSDAY, 1:45 P.M. - WILLIS 201 A
~

Away
Home
Home
Away
Home

2:00
2:00
1:00
2:00
1:00

Away
Away
Home

2:00
1:00
2:00

Away
North Jersey

c.c.

SENTRY AUTO PARTS

*:

• MACHINE SHOP SERVICE
DISTRIBUTORS FOR:

TIRES
&
RIMS

• AUTOLl,:E

r~t,!.'liT-WARNER
EXIDE
REPUBLIC
MONROE
BCA c,. BOWER
BORG WARNER

•
•
•
•
•

V

ud'

WNSC RADIO
THURSDAY, 3:00 to 4:00 P.M.

Applications are now be'.i ng -taken for RAP-IN This
is
it!!!
Applications
av,ailable at_$CATE office. ,

"DROP IN" HOURS
CHAPLAIN'S OFFICE, BOOK STORE BLDG.
THUESDA Y, 1:30 to 2:30 P.M.
THURSDAY, 12:30 to 1:30 P.M.

'

REV. DENNIS MILLER
PHONE: 2294
245 - "L-0-V-E" or 241 - 6846

2:00

-elf.j)~-~~=f@
•AC
• DELCO
• WAGNER
• PUROLATOR_
• CARTER
• HOLLEY
• ROCHESTER

On Sunday N. Weiss stum- ,
bled on a jambore (with
guitar accompaniment) in
the Security office. His reaction??? Why to sing along of
course!!!

feel !night be useful why not offer a
couple of hours each week of your
time for a deserving cause. Call
Bob Cartwright at the school 344-9531. The school is located at
179 Van Buren St., Newark.

1 9 7 3 GOl.F SD-IEDULE

APRIL
9

l

TO
6
5
5
12
4
7
0
I
3

+11.33

Careers

12
16
19

I

5
4
3
2
0
0
0

ST
8
24
2
4
4
0
2
I
0

Team Offense 40.00
Team Defense 28.67

Won 2 games by forfeit

5

BL
7
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SPRING RECESS BEGINS

Tuesday, March 27, 1973
Wednesday, March 28~ 1973
Thursday, Man;h 29, 1973
Friday, March 30, 1973
Saturday, March 31, 1973
9 PM - 3 AM

Groove Phi Groove Dance

DQ:""nS I, II, III

Groove Phi Groove Disco
CCB FI L M: Play Mist y for Me
and "The Beguiled"

Dining R oo m I
TPA

College Center Board Meeting

Downs-Formal

AND OTHER BRANDS- NEW C,. REBUILT

•

DELIVERY SERVICE

.

MON ROE & ESSEX STS. RAHWAY
~ THE ODDS ARE 100 TO 1...
WE HAVE IT!

~

IS

'fiii
•

CALL

381-6700
289-4167

!ID

~

Monday, April 2, 1973
Tuesday, April 3, 1973

ROCHMAN

~...

7 PM - 1 AM
7:30 PM

~

~

.•

Sunda~April 1, 1973

-

1:40 - 3:00

Lge.

~q';.\,~~ f/J=~•~®

7 PM -9 PM
1:40 - 3:00 PM

Alpha Theta Pi Sorority Meeting
Feminists for Equality

Downs Room A
Willis IOI

fl

Iti

i

